
To

Standing Committee on Public Administration

Legislative Council Committee Office

Parliament House

4 Harvest Terrace

West Perth W. A. 6005

Dear Committee Members,

Thank You for this opportunity to submit my views on the "In ui

Terrence John EALING

This is a very intricate and important subject that cannot be shortened or written in a manner to

keep a submission brief. The word "Submission" is defined as topresenting to someone else for a
decision!" Thus at the very start of this submission it should be noted that we have already lost
our privilege to make our own decisions on our land losing our private property rights as
someone else can make a decision in favour or against our use and ownership of our land we
have worked hard for to own and retire on. Doctor William Rupert, ohnson wrote a paper on
guess what? Private Property Rights and the State"A study of Regard and increasing disregard in
Western Australia. " 1829-2016 Probably the most qualified person in our State and Country and
more than likely is the "Experts, " peer yet this 382 page document has been completely ignored
by Parliament. How can that be? He has been singing the same song as the Landowners who
have all the experience Yet no one in positions of power have opened their ears or see what we

see on our land. I am not going to include a COPY of Doctor Williams thesis of 382 pages as you
probably all won't read it but I have. But please note the length of his thesis to try and explain
his views on the subject as it is just so intricate, Could that be the very thing that causes people
in power not to read it or that they haven't got the time or it contains undeniable truth and

accuracy. I tried to keep this submission as short as possible and it wasn't easy keeping it at this
length believe me. I respectfully suggest if you read all the literature I have enclosed you will
have an informed view to make an informed decision and come to a reasonable conclusion but I

doubt the Premier will adopt anything as he represents the only shareholder of Western Power!
Let's proceed !

onto Private Pro e Ri hts



It is evident that the Landowner has lost all credibility in the Western Australian Parliament
whereas the Public Servant, State Government Owned Agencies and Corporations have

overtaken our role and have become an authority on everything and are referred to as an
"Experts, " without question. Their undying trusted analysis opinion and advice is revered by
Parliament without question over that of such a qualified person as Doctor Johnson's.

Governments tend to dismiss all other opinions including that of the public's if it suits their
purpose and argument. Experience is riot considered as any type of valid credential. In other
words the question should be considered, " is the opinion of a Tertiary Qualified Person of better
quality than that of a Landowner who lives on the land and experiences all facets of life on that
land? Have these "Experts"with their parliament trusted analysis ever got it wrong in relation to
Private Property Rights? The point I am making is that Landowners have been left out of
discussions , legislation formulation or negotiation or they may from time to time be threatened
with large fines which tend to make Landowners shy away from going head to head with the risk
of such things as a visit from the Police which I have experienced, expensive Supreme Court
Actions against You which can be a timely and outrageous cost, or massive fines. $225,000 per
day was the amount Heather Dewar was ordered to pay per day if a Western Power Contractor
was riot allowed access to her property with a power line on it. Western Power was fined about

$200,000 for a young person being electrocuted on a live street light. Please equate the fine to a
Landowner which would be horrendous and that of the income of Western Power and a fine like

this would riot be felt by Western Power financially or would it be paid by any individual in
Western Power as a penalty. Does that sound fair? Western Power and other Agencies are so
brazen about this and have no fear how to deal with us as they do not fear any rebuttal,
punishment and treat our complaints as ridiculous allegations that we have no Regulatory Body
will give us a fair hearing. The O. E. C. D. have written papers on it but everyone in power ignores
that .Does anybody think of these things other than a seemingly 63 years old labeled grumpy
and difficult complainant? I have told Western Power to remove their line off our property and
they refuse after the problems we have had with them. They have no respect for our ownership
and that is fact! Imagine if we had the power back to order them off our property. Do you think
they might be a bit more respectful? That is what happens in the U, K. with a 1.2 month Notice to
Remove but riot here in Western Australia! Why? Please give me one valid excuse for removing
that property right from us?The action against Heather Dewar is recorded in AUSt!I in the
Supreme Court of Western Australia. That ridiculous decision tends to subdue any kind of further
Landowner resistance would you not agree? The question of the legality of that decision was

never tested or explored as the risk to the Landowner could be a financial catastrophe and you
would be a fool to continue so you "SUBMIT" and for years try to reason with these Government
Departments. Resulting in nothing happening but you still keep trying to work it out and it just
becomes a one sided affair. To describe the process we endure such as frustrating is just an
understatement.

The Frustration can build to a climax beyond any of our wishes but is soon forgotten when i
should be remembered such as :



The death of a council worker in Kalgoorlie when he was shot with shotgun in the office over a
building dispute with the Council.

The two murders on separate occasionsin the Eastern States of two Inspectors from
Government Agencies on separate incidents entering onto different farms IPrivate land) and
instructing two farmers what they could riot do because they said so.

For reminding a Government Department about this I got a visit from the Police. I was not
threatening anyone as I have been a Police Office and know better. I am no threat to anyone. The
police thankful Iy agreed and I sent them a copy of the story of Peter Swift that was about to be

made homeless by a Government Agency through no fault of his own as they stopped him using
all of his farm to make an income as they had discovered an Environmental Sensitive Area on his

Farm. I made a plea for leniency and that resulted in being interviewed by police! How do You
think that made me feel?

George Bender in Queensland committed suicide and the Lock the Gate protest group was
commenced.

I am now worried more about Peter Swift as he is very down and worn out by his situation. Are
You listening? Ring him if you do not believe me. I have his telephone number if YOUR
INTERESTED To HEAR AA STORY FIRST HAND OR INVITE HIM To GIVE VERBAL EVIDENCE!

Only people in power in the City will again make decisions as to what the outcome of this inquiry
will be, I can give you many more examples of the extreme stress that this has on people yet no
one seemingly wants to acknowledge this or take responsibility or align these incidents with the
loss of Private Property Rights. Personally I never want any of these instances to happen ever
again and we all need to work harder to prevent a catastrophic event ever happening again. I
have never condoned the 3 murders and have welcomed the perpetrators punishment but I
wonder how emotions were allowed to escalate to this level by these Government Departments
not recognizing the seriousness of the situation, Is an endangered species, a power line, gas
fracking, a building permit worth all that. The Mental Health of people involved in these
situation deteriorates as they lose their relevance on their land and in time from the consistent
pressure of this situation but no one cares. Are these extreme examples that should not be
considered to make a good argument? The trouble is they happened and no one wants to be
reminded ortake responsibility. We need arbitration in these situations as quickly as possible to
mellow the intensity that these situations create That is the trouble when you a Police Officer! At
firstit's good and exciting to be in the know of allthe rotten thingsin life that happen but
eventually it wears thin on you and you try to dismiss it from Your mind but the reality is that it
never goes away. That is called PTS! But there is always someone or something to remind you as
I am doing to you all. The loss of Private Property Rights can have a catastrophic effect on
Landowners but that is deliberately ignored by such Government Owned Agencies and
Corporations! The do not want to get involved in something that they cause in the first instance
and act with no empathy. So please take this inquiry seriously. Indigenous People lost their



land and look at the effect on them over hundreds of Years, The resentment never goes away!
They didn't do anything wrong to have this happen to them and they lost property rights, They
have been campaigning for many Years and the tide is just turning for them. So landowners and
traditional Landowners have much in common believe it or riot! In my day as a Police Officer
the best weapon you had was Your mouth and what come out of it. It would either escalate the

situation or completely calm down the situation. The delivery of this information by Government
Owned Organizations whilst using their power upon the Landowner will likely not be received
welland may need to be looked at in depth and toned down. Not be bewildering out of the blue
Having power is one thing but how it is delivered and received by a person who has done
nothing wrong is likely to create a situation and severe resentment!

What risk does a Corporation take that happens to have the State Government as it's only
Shareholder and Legislator as it's owner. It is further proved by how the State Government

announces the rises in Power costs recently on behalf of a so called independent Corporation
that was legislated in 2005. It is obvious to a blind person that there is a conflict of interest
against the Landowner and in favour of the Government's and of course Western Power. I would

like to try and put this in a less controversial way but unfortunately I cannot think of any! The
truth is the truth which is confirmed by papers written by the O. E. C. D. in the last year, I have
studied this matter since 2013, attended a conference at Murdoch University, read the Hansard,
written to many politicians, submitted 2 petitions, I also live on 137 acres and it all means

nothing to the Experts , Government Agencies and Corporations. I am wrong according to all
these experts and they are right. Independent Agencies such as the Water and Energy
Ombudsman are a failure. Why? Bad Laws have been legislated such Section 54B that did not

allow the gathering of more than 3 people, That was repealed as it wasjust such a stupid and
unfair law! How many Government Agencies failed to do anything about that as they regarded
the Public wasjust a mob of whingers? It took brave and caring Politicians to sort it out as You
have this task before you in this inquiry. My last complaint to the Energy Ombudsman resulted in
me asking them over a period of 6 months and on two-three occasions what was happening
with my complaint as I had no response. The excuses and delays were pathetic but suddenly
they got into gear and responded predictably in Western Power's Favour who responded in
agreement with the Ombudsman at lightning speed. The same with the Parliamentary Inspector
was no help or the E. R. A. W. A. need I go on!

,/.,

In the "Private Property Rights Charter, " Premier Circular 2014/04 issued by the Western
Australian Government Department of Planning and Heritage which I have enclosed. It states

and I quote "Government Action which adversely affects private property rights in land may only
be taken as authorized by, and in accordance with the law. " but the Law was changed previously
in 1,979 to suit Western Power and the only Shareholder the State Government who happened
to be the legislator so as not to "Inconvenience the Energy Operator!" So the Landowner's

interest was not considered if You read the Act neither was the Private Property Rights of the
Landowner. There was to be conditions and a surveyed diagram recorded on the Torrens Title



which was never done on all easements. Changes to that Act have been changed continually in
favour of Western Power of course and notified to Landowners in the Government Gazette, An

obsolete document that the ordinary person wouldn't even know where to find it. It is used in

my opinion to state "but the landowners were notified to satisfy some archaic regulation".
Landowners should of been notified individually for their opinion of the proposed changes prior
the legislation being presented and passed. But it was not done was it? What the public doesn't
know doesn't hurt them! The partial use of their land was taken and given to others for free
without compensation and that wasn't important enough to inform them individually and ask
for their opinion? It doesn't matter what it cost to the shareholder or Government Agency as the
Landowner wasn't suggesting to anyone to take it from them, it was the person who wanted the
land for nothing! It was riot done in the interest of the public it was done out of greed and
because they could by legislating of not wanting to pay for it yet the Landowner has to pay for it
didn't they and under any circumstance, If government, Government Agencies or Corporations
wanted the land why didn't they pay for it when it was for sale at market price? Don't believe
me? Look at the situation in Spearwood where the people cannot sell their homes and are still
waiting for the State Government to buy it! But that's right they only wanted part of the land.
If we want part of the land we have to pay for all of it why didn't they? They believe how unfair
or impractical I am being as I am not considering their situation. Well who thinks about ours? Are

they being impractical or unfair? I ask why should I as it has nothing to do with me!The right of
access was granted on all properties with a power line as the use of "Implied Easements was
adopted which was not suggested or adopted in the Hansard. There is probably no record of
how many Landowners have a power line on their property with no easement recorded on a
Torrens Fee Simple Title such as on our land as Western Power has no record of these

agreements which was just a Yes or no answer to give permission. I actually have a document to
prove in 1,973 there was no agreement to have a power line on our lot number but hey the
power line is on our property with no written agreement to support it! Work that out! Again on
this document titled "Private Property Rights Charter"in the paragraph titled "Transparency
and Clarity, " it states and I quote, "Laws which provide for government action that adversely
affects private property rights in land should endeavour to ensure that legislation and processes
pertaining to the acquisition are Clear and readilv understood. "
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How can they when the Landowner only finds out that their land has an encumbrance on it such
as an Implied easements when there is a dispute. That is fact! My wife is a Licensed Settlement
Agent of some 42 years and had never heard of an Implied Easement until I started to research it.
R. E. I. W. A. don't want to know about it as I have informed them twice. The Property Report
instigated by Landgate showed no sign of it in the report that we paid for and their excuse is that
they cannot force any Government Agency or Corporation to reveal this information and neither
did Western Power wish to make admission that it existed. So a purchaser cannot be assured
under what conditions and encumbrance exist on this land to make a fully informed decision of
whether to buy or riot. If I knew there was an Implied easement on the land I would of sought



legal advice on the situation prior purchasing and indeed the Sale of Land Act 1970 in Section 7
states; Notification of condition of title

Where it is proposed to sellland under a term contract, the proposed vendor of the land
shall, before the proposed purchaser of the land executes the contract, give notice in writing to
him of any mortgage, encumbrance, lien, or charge on the land, and by judgement, order or
memorial that is entered in the Register within the meaning of the Transfer of Land Act 1,893 or
that is otherwise registered against the land. (The word shall in law is an Imperial Order and not
the same as the word "may") The landowner of the day would not of known this encumbrance

existed would they? Yet Dr Nahan's in response to my first Petition to the Legislative Council
claimed I should of known all about this prior to purchasing our property. I worked in The S, E. C,
from 1974 to 1978 and as a graded Clerk in Connections at Head Office and in Fremantle in
Crane House High Street Branch and had never heard of all this!

So where can a proposed Buyer of Land or present Owner find out what was negotiated some
40-50 years earlier? The government has had little appetite to change and allow this information
to become available to the proposed buyer or present landowner! Why?

The Hon Ben Wyatt MLA Minister for Finance, Energy;Aboriginal Affairs replied to my Petition (his
ref:69-08378) a COPY is in included so please see and read the fifth paragraph. The Hon. Minister
forgot to mention that Western Power squats on private land indefinitely with no compensation
to the Landowner. When there is a dispute there is no arbitration only another expert opinion
made by the Ombudsman which is questionable in regards to autonomy and independence b
their our observed and personally experienced method of investigation. I draw my conclusion
and opinion on my experience as an ex member of the W. A. Police. The question has to be raised
whether how distasteful you all think it is. Is the Energy Ombudsman truly Independent of any
influence as I find their office's attitude from experience questionable? The Government would
categorical Iy deny this and of course so would the Energy Ombudsman. I remind you that I have
seen Police categoricalIy deny any accusation of corruption yet have been found guilty! No one is
above suspicion until a proper investigation is completed and the due processes of Law have
been applied and tested! That has to be explored. Our opinion out here from our experiences
would be completely different for various reasons. Personally I would exclude that Department's
opinion as their investigation techniques are appalling as they refuse to interview complainants
or come to the country to see what the problems are! So their decisions are based on an

incomplete investigation with only a portion of evidence being gathered, considered and
presented !

The Hon, Andrew Mensaros in 1979 when you read the Hansard presented to Parliament
categoricalIy stated that the Torrens Title System was altered to accept easements for a power
line nothing was mentioned about the use of "Implied Easements!" So why were they used?



Landowners were riot advised to seek legal advice prior purchasing rural or Agricultural land that
was to accommodate a power line Why? Any agreement entered into without record in writing
of the agreement between two parties has to be viewed as an unsafe transaction for either party
and beckons legal advice yet such a noble Corporation who claims complete transparency does
not suggest that. Why? What they don't have to? They do riot feel like it is necessary because
the Energy Operators(Powers) Act 1979 was completely stacked in their favour! Please read it

and see if anything is in the the Landowner's favour. The percentages are clearly in the Energy
Operators favour and the only shareholder's favour aren't they so I ask Why?

The situation of getting Landowners to agree to having a power line on their land is a complete
rort and dishonest and one Professor of Law was so bold he called it Land Theft!

The Minister also forgot to inform the Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs
that two Australian States have banned the use of Implied easements, another still has the

legislation but refuses to use it but riot here in W, A. We also have our own Corporation Act
legislated in 2005 when all other Corporations in Australia come under Federal Law. How

convenient for our State Government when there is obviously a conflict of interest. The Federal
Ombudsman cannot investigate our state Corporation the Electrical Corporation trading as
Western Power asit is out of theirjurisdiction!

Now all this kicks into play when you agree to have a power line placed on your land usually to
keep costs down for a neighbour who comes over dist-rort at their quote from Western Power
for connection and begs you to allow the power line to run across Your land other wise the
connection costs could be anywhere between $11,500 to hundreds of thousands of dollars if

they do riot take the short cut through your land! It means to Western Power less to maintain,
less cost, less inari hours and more profit.

So lets now explore what effect it has on the Landowner that this power line transverses their
property. Lets explore the loss of Property Rights they lose and Western Power gains! Please
note I am mainly using my experience with Western Power to promote my submission as I have
personally experienced the following.

Access to private property. In Professor Fiona Bum's Paper that is provided titled Implied
Easements and the integrity of the Torrens System please read the "Conclusion"on page 25.
Then read the opening Paragraph on page I please. The land was never landlocked only after the
power line was placed on it. The power line could have been located on the Crown Verge of
GUIberti Road with none of these problems even still40-50 years on. No one could make
complaint in that circumstance but taking shortcuts was preferred which obviously was going to
be a problem later as history has revealed many years on especially with the draconian type of
legislation that was created to protect the Energy Provider for the Grid and throw the
Landowners Property Rights out the window by the existence of the encumbrance on their

property they had unknowingly accepted by Western Power operating outside
title-by-registration. Was the right thing to do? It definitely has not been a favourable exercise



for a Landowner. It was Western Power who decided to make the power line landlocked when
there was no need and not the wish of the Hon. A Mensarosintention if you read the Hansard as
I have of 1979!

Property Rights and what did I lose.

A male person telephoned me at 5.00pm on a Sunday in November 201.3 and stated "he was
Western Power and wanted access to our land at 1.46 GUIberti Road to work on the power line
on our property!" He would riot give me his name or anything so I agreed to meet him at the
gate the following morning as we did not live on our farm at the time. I waited 6 hours the next

day, sick with the flu and he did not show so I went home! At sometime this person did enter
our property by cutting the lock on the front gate, replaced a power pole, run over our brand
new reticulation and did damage, did riot notify us that he had been in the property or owned
up that he caused damage. All mentioned in the Act which I started to read and of course nowl
was discovering what it meant to have a power line on our property,

Over a 1.00 emails over a year to get my front gate fixed.

Western Power refused to give me the identification of the person responsible for the entry to
our land which is in the Act it states they shall that again is an imperative order not May! They
claimed his identity was confidential which was riot correct and in contravention to the Act

which surprising Iy was up held by the Energy Ombudsman.

The next entry was made by a Contractor who drove over the wrong access point and crushed a
crossover pipe into my paddock to look at a pole ,stopping me from entering my farm from this
point. 4 months on, photos and many written emails and letters were submitted to Western

Power in evidence which was overwhelming against the contractor who was still denying the
matter when I was personally there this time present. He was being supported by Western
Power who eventually supplied a new crossover. In both these matters there was considerable

time to say the least spent by me trying to seek agreement about our property that was
damaged and it had to be restored and repaired with Western Power refusing at first to accept
liability. The contractor who wanted entry and guess what the Power Pole he wished to examine

was in the neighbour's paddock and riot mine. There was no apology or penalty issued to the
contractor or Western Power to my knowledge.
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I have an 85 page description of events as my knowledge was now evolving as I researched
further and further into this matter. I still have all the emails that I sent to Western Power and

their responses in a huge plastic tub if you want to read them.

Now at this point I would like to advise the Committee I had paid $425,000 for our land and is
fee simple on the Torrens Title with no mention of any encumbrance such as an Implied
Easement or on the Landgate property report we ordered. The property Report is a failure Yet
they were nominated for an award by the Government and not a public or private interest. If it



can exclude important elements then what good is it? It becomes an expensive useless tool that
would be better binned! But they reckon it was a great success believe it or not! How bizarre.

Most common law contractual agreements contracts etc. have a life of 30 years' Not is this
situation,

That meant we could riot get rid of them as there was no time limit to their use of our land. Each
Landowner may have different uses for the land but this is not considered in the Act

conveniently in the Corporations favour and shareholders. Each time the land is sold or prior to
the prospective buyer is never contacted to see what the injurious affection will be to them.
Why? This is one of the very aspects that produces the arrogance of the Corporation because
they know that the system is set up in their favour, But is that fair? Does the prospective buyer
have the full story to make an informed decision to purchase or riot? Of course they don't. Is
that right of fair? Of course it is not! Does any information from the Corporation about entering
include that they can break in any time they want? Would you buy if you knew that?

Access to our property was deemed to be consented to once the power line is on the land and
given by the initial landowner some 40-50 years prior, who wanted the power line on their land.
The 5 day period of notification means nothing . The word Urgent then Emergency follows as the
next 2 degrees of Access Right to enter your property by the Energy Provider. So what this does
is to destroy any Property Rights as every access to our property is deemed Urgent now.

For example in 2009 a Government Agency deemed all Power Poles in the southwest maybe
unsafe so an order went out to renew them all. This matter was deemed Urgent! That work has

never been completed on our property to this day so how urgent was this matter in reality really?
The lineis still operating! The entry into our property in November 2013 wasjust by an
impatient contractor yet Western Power have never been brought to task about it and even in
future events will never be with the current set up.

So we sit and wait, stress when the next time another access may occur under this disguise. .
This has been important especially in regards to our security of ourselves and property. These
people are strangers to us and we have noidea if correct police checks are completed up to our
standards. We will never know. Again another violation of our Private Property Rights! Western
Power have lied to us on previous occasions so we have no trust of them. They have destroyed
all good will. Are you all happy with that?

Biosecurity,

I believe Western Power has infected our property with Cotton Flax gazetted weed. We suffer
from three infections on our property, Double Gee, Paterson's Curse and now Cotton Flax weeds.

Western Power refuse to discuss the matter face to face and anything we suggest they dismiss or
refuse to talk about. Only their method of operation is accepted which they control the
decision on which method will be used. Thus creating more distrust. They do not wish to know
about it, or how to cure it, or in what role they can help cure and riot spread it. Their idea of



washing off vehicles some 30 kin away is just so wrong or driving over our property and further
distributing the weeds or driving out onto the road or into other properties is irresponsible to
say the least yet they do it. Does a Surgeon wash his hands some 30 kin away from a hospital
where he is doing an operation? An infection on our land does riot allow us to sell our hay so
we need to stop and cure this infection. They claim they answered all my questions and that
could not be further from the truth. We can submit reasonable evidence hopefully to change
their mind and hopefully show them the errors in their ways. They do not care about the effects
upon us!

There is no arbitration that I can seek to compulsory bring them to the discussion table so we
can rid our farm of these infections and stop their spread. That is in the public's interest eh?

Enclosed is a copy of a Letter I wrote to them on the 10.06.2019 to trying to get an answer about
this biosecurity problem. I have been trying to get answers from them that are mutually
agreeable to both parties, I do riot apologize for my attitude either as this is just so frustrating as
they refuse to realize our problems and position in dealing with these weeds. Please read and

then a copy of their response I received last night Thursday 11/07/2019. Now I have many more
responses to my letters which are answered in this manner which to say the least are
unsatisfactory. They do not answer our questions but to the Government they give themselves
glowing reports of their dealings with consumers, Would you like to be treated like this? Well
buy a rural property with a power line on it! This is what happens when You lose Your Private
Property Rights to a Corporation. They do riot care as there is nothing I can do or that I can
afford to do.

These are the decisions made by people who have no experience or live in the country on a rural
or agricultural land that they want partial interest on with no responsibility. So they act like this.
Do you honestly think that I would still be writing letters to them if I had the answers that they
state I have already received . I am an intelligent person riot some kind of nut! Yet everyone in
power remains steely quiet
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After the Parkerville Fire and the findings of the Supreme Court to the culpability of all three
parties I asked Western Power for their Insurance details as any Landowner would in a lease etc.
They said they had a policy. That means nothing without sighting the paper work. A simple email
with a copy of their policy would have eased our fears. But again they refuse! The Ombudsman

would not comment! Having a power line on your property is a danger to life and property. It is
also an abuse of our Private Property Rights as we have no proof that they are insured so they
should not enter our property until the matter is settled.

They should riot enter our property until they have a discussion about their responsibility for
wanting the partial use of our land that is riddled with gazetted weeds but we are powerless to
prevent them access ,denying us of our Private Property Rights . It must be considered that some
properties over time can become unsuitable to continue to request partial use of the land due to
other certain factors such as infections like gazetted weeds that they may have contributed to.



They have known about this situation for two years and more when we discovered the Cotton
Flax. See the photo of the cotton flax in the truck included.

Look I have to stop there as I have written so much on this matter I am not going to sit here for
the next 6months and write a book You will all probably riot read.

Lets look for a solution and here it is.

My property Rights will be restored when we are given back the privilege of saying who comes in
and out of the gate,

When thereis a problem there must be an arbitration system employed made up of equal
numbers of ordinary people like us with experience and equal numbers of tertiary qualified
persons with a person to oversee and conduct these matters with no power of having the
deciding vote at no cost to the Landowner. If there is no agreement then each party can be sent
away to return at a later date and again revisit the situation until mutual agreement is made .
The utility situated on the private property should be removed after 6 months notice and time to

do so of not more than 3 months until the matter is resolved. Again I remind you the power line
can be situated on the crown verge. After I year if the matter cannot reach resolution then the
Agency can offer to purchase within a period of 3 months so they can have this time to

determine how important the partial use of this all this land is to them. That is the property that
they so require desperately at a price that represents the total true cost the Landowner has paid
to own and set up especially important when the Landowner had no intention to ever move

from. You may think this is unfair but do not forget like on our farm the Power line is riot on the
fence line but traverses our farm on an angle and is dominant on our farm! If the Landowner
does riot wish to sell so be it. There can be no compulsory acquisition that could be done in
revenge anyway to displace the person the Energy Operator is in dispute with.

The formulation of an Access Agreement. These are usually 30 pages long and prepared by a
specialized legal practitioner at the person wanting the partial use of the land but necessary.
Now Western Power has already argued these are too time consuming and slow them down.
May I remind you all that this is not our problem. If the power line was placed in the correct
position on the Council verge none of this would happen. It is of no consequence to us what the
costs are or inconvenience was to the Energy Operator as we are not consumers nor need

connection as we have decided to use offgrid power which is far more cheaper and consistent in
things like a fire. It must be accepted that the Energy Provider created the situation themselves

and realize the reality that the grid is no longer viable. Businesses go broke everyday when they
are no longer viable or relevant and have no more shelf life with the consumer demand. Does

the government care about them? So why do Landowners have to care? We have clear exposure
to sun and light so we take advantage of that with a clear conscious. We do riot lose any
income for the partial use of our land and no one cares about us so why should we care about
the Public's Interest!



The use of Implied Easements is abandoned as been done in other states on the advice of L
Reform Society Investigations and Inquiries. An Access agreement could be the non expensive
way to go but at the cost of the person wanting the partial use of the land.

Now remember the Minister claims how much of a cost this may cost the Ener Provider f
which they are a shareholder but isn't that admitting to a conflict of interest that he wi h t
in his favour for the use of land for nothing. He doesn't consider the landowners situation in all
this and what they lose or have to put up with because he claims to only and wron I consid r
the Public's Interest! That is a rort! We are not given a fair go.

Please may I respectfully remind you that the dairy industry is dead. Only about 1.00 dairies exi t
here in the South West that the Hon. A. Mensaros was claiming we would be the best dai
industry in Australia so farmers adopted the new changes that the Energy Operators (Powers )
Act 1979 had! Well some 40 Years on the Dairy Industry has failed and most of these ower I'
are no longer necessary or could be minimized as if the Harvey Fresh Dairy Closes that is the end
of all these approximately 100 surviving farms with 3 phase lines to them. The large
consumption's will cease that these dairies draw from the grid. Many farmers are us in
generators now as the cost of power has exceeded what they can pay!

Besides we have offgrid power and it is far cheaper to connect to with no bills and no Wester
Power to deal with. I could suggest a lot more about that and the devious way our line was mad
seemingly in demand by offering a limited cheap connection to those recently and resentl
connected up and down our road.

I recognize other problems caused by the loss of private property rights such as experienced b
Peter Swift in Manjimup regarding Environmental Sensitive Areas which inari ears on ha t'11
riot been settled, or the growth of Shut the Gate regarding Frocking and all the other
approximate 80 hidden encumbrances on Land the Minister for Lands has admitted that exist
and there will be no show and tell to the prospective buyer or current Landowner. I am not the
only one and neither is Western Power the only one that runs this gauntlet. It's a land rab f
free and a rort and it needs to be investigated.

It s this very treatment of Landowners that does drive people like me to seejustice. I do not
about compensation only the right to seek the full enjoyment of our land and not suffer
anymore unreasonable injurious affection! Enough is enough but we will not rest until this
matter is given the correct amount of attention that is a fair go and the scales of fairness are
restored.

it,
I

Again if I knew then what I know now I would of never purchased this land. So the Minister
worries about the "Risks" and asks you to think about them but do you consider the out T
a person like me retiring no longer has the dreams and aspirations and doesn't buy this land
with these unknown encumbrances on it and the loss of their privilege of Private Pro ert Ri hts
after paying for it. That means Rural and Agricultural land would become worthless, Ima ine
what that means eh?



I would like to give verbal testimony if possible as there are many things I have left out to keep
my submission short as possible,

Please remember the vote was 1.8 to 17 to have this matter properly investigated so please
accept that challenge. We are riot here to hinder but to help, offer our assistance, tell the truth,
riot guild the lily in our favour and give our knowledge orjust anything we can do. I want a
mutually accepted agreement and nothing is that hard or complicated that we cannot come to a
written and registered agreement.

The last thing to consider is this is a very emotive subject and there can be no denying i

You have to have a passion for the land just like indigenous people if You are to live in peace and
harmony. So everyone I know in this situation will not stop in their quest for a "Fair go Mate"
whilst they have breath in their body, That is a promise that I make to you, I cannot guarantee
that I am right about everything in my interpretations in this matter but I can guarantee I am not
far off the mark.

Breaking News!

Finally today Wednesday the 10'' of July 2019 and yesterday the breaking news was that the
Australian Constitution may cause more Federal Politicians to step down due to the possibility
they may be in eligible to be in Parliament because of their citizenship. What does this have to do
with this inquiry you may ask? Lorraine Finlay as legal Practitioner of vast experience aligned
with the University of W. A. Nedlands have disclosed this to the media and it has been gobbled
up and created another constitution frenzy in the federal Corridors of Power in Canberra. Come

on Terry cut to the chase! Did You all know on the Committee that Lorraine has written papers
on Private Property Rights? I first met Lorraine at the Private Property Rights Conference at
Murdoch University some Years ago where many qualified Legal Practitioners gave speeches on
the subject condemning the current governments practices of obtaining and using private
property. That did not attract any government or media attention did it and I think the only
representative from the State Government was a lady from Rick Mazza's Office that I spoke to.
Lorraine Finlay also was very sympathetic to Peter Swift's cause and she spoke on the effect on
Landowners that had been affected by the loss of Private Property Rights. The Dean of

Murdoch's Law faculty also gave an address to the problems, Ron Manners a Mining Magnate
also gave a speech need I go on. But the State Government was not interested and did not

attend. But when it comes to questioning a Government's Power it's more important than
anything whereas anything that affects our power on our land is riot important to anyone and
proves beyond reasonable doubt the attitude of any Government in a so called democratic
society their attitude to the plight of Landowners that the desire their land. I have sent the

inquiries particulars to Lorraine and now will be communicating with her again obviously, So
many professional, Legal Practitioners such as Lorraine, Professor Fiona Burns, Doctor William

Rupert, ohnson, Gin Gin Property Right Group Inc, Australian Property Rights Organizations and
individuals like me recognize the problem but the government and Government Agencies play



the game that we do not know what we are talking about! They dismiss the problem and go on.
This matter will just keep coining to the surface if it is not dealt with fairly andjustly, I think we
all can promise you that as the situation is just that serious and it is time to resolve it and have a
proper debate.

I have done the best to report this situation to you all. Do not believe the scare mongering b
the people who stand to lose the most which is not us as we have already lost heaps. Just like
this situation in the Federal Parliament please watch the people who stand to lose the most
squeal the loudest, Good luck with your inquiry.

I apologize for any spelling or grammar mistakes as I am not a a professional writer nor do I have
a proper program to write these types of documents. Believe me I have tried to shorten this

submission but it is not possible as there are many more legal issues and example I could use to
support my submission.

Terry EALING
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PLEASE RESPECT

FARM 10s C Ri

Please phone or visit the house before entering.

Do not ente property 'thout prior approval.
Keep to roadways and laneways.



CUE"^ "
re, ,.. "MR. Ll,

A PRIVATE PROPERTY RIGHTS CHARTER FOR WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Legality

Government action which adversely affects private property rights in land may only
be taken as authorised by, and in accordance with, the law.

Providing a community benefit

Government action which adversely affects private properly rights in land should
endeavour to benefit the community or otherwise advance the public interest.

Public officials should only take government action which adversely affects private
property rights in land when they consider it to be justified, having regard to the
appropriate balance between the public interest to be advanced by the action and
the public interest in the protection of private property rights in land.

Considering the interests of private land owners

Cost, inconvenience and loss sustained by private property owners should be
considered when contemplating government action which will adversely affect
private property rights in land, so far as the applicable legislation permits.

Public officials should resolve matters affecting private property rights in land,
including any negotiations on acquisitions or compensation, without unreasonable
delay. Whilst disputes should be attempted to be resolved by agreement in the
first instance, public officials should initiate available legal processes to determine
the dispute in order to avoid protracted delays.

Considering alternatives

Public officers should consider whether there are any alternative means by which
the relevant community benefit or public interest could be advanced in a manner
which avoids or reduces adverse effects on private property rights in land.

Compulsory acquisition as last resort

Acquisition by agreement should be attempted before privately owned land is
compulsorily acquired, where this will not unduly compromise the advancement of
the relevant community benefit or public interest.

Fair compensation, on just terms

Laws for the compulsory acquisition of privately owned land should provide for
compensation in an amount that will, having regard to all relevant matters, justly
compensate the landowner for the acquisition of the land in a manner which is fair
to the community and the landowner.

Transparency and clarity

Laws which provide for government action that adversely affects private property
rights in land should endeavour to ensure that legislation and processes pertaining
to the acquisition are clear and readily understood.

Certainty and Consistency

Laws for the compulsory acquisition of privately owned land should endeavour to
provide:
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The Board of Western Power

363 Wellington Street,

Perth W. A. 6000

48774, .9

This is the response from your so called professional people to a person who asked I'd
and reasonable question. I would suggest You rethink your answer. This is the contem t
treat Landowners with and it shall be reported. Again I ask for your full insurance d t 'I t b
provided within 1.4 days of receiving this letter. If you refuse then please ive a bl
explanation. Failure to do so will result in another complaint to the Ombudsman. An th
complaint to him shall result in further inquiries to the Commonwealth Ombudsm n r d'
his treatment of us. It is obvious that what may have been acceptable some 40
to be reviewed and soon.

Your Reference:

-

Terry EALING

I have reported your attitude regarding your failure to work with us re ardin the d
property that could of been introduced by your staff and your vehicles. But the ino
issue is stopping it spreading on our farm and others, You are so irresponsible ou ca t b
bothered in even knowing where these infection outbreaks are located on our f h h
can be avoided. It is apparent you have no intention of doing the right thin I

You would not discuss the moving of the line up to the rear of the pro err to re t ' t
movements as to stop the spread of further infection, You may presentl have th
have everything in your favour regarding the priority placed on the grid as a public interest b t
what will happen when you could be responsible for the the decline of the A ric It I I d
because of your careless distribution of transmitable diseases such as azetted d f
instance. Well we are obviously going to find out eh! It is spreading now at a faster rat th I
first thought but you all do not care, Cotton Flax is new in our state and shall b 'I k
reveal it s origin. You complained to everyone that we would not acce t our r I. Th
truth was you would not discuss the access to the relocated line restricted to a at 'f' 11
placed to give You one entry and a 32metre wide corridor for a distance of 500 metre t
maintain the line. I believe a 32 metre corridor is the usual width of an easem t f th' f
three phase power line! There was never a need to enter at any other Dint but f



discuss this matter and negotiate an agreement and this needs to change.

You have to be the most uncooperative bunch of people that I have ever come across and it '
time for you to change. I know I did not put the Cotton Flax weed on my pro ert and th I
people who went into that area of our land was your staff. You just blatantly refuse to conced
any responsibility for anything as you have done in past. So lets do it all again and go throu h all
the Government Agencies until You learn to give reasonable answers to the questions that I
have asked. I am retired and have the time and I will continue to be relentless I assu . Y
two answers in your last letter to me prove that you refuse to consider the position of the
landowner in circumstances such as these . It is time that question of a coinpulsor access to
land with a power line such as the one on our land is questioned as it is clear that it is
unsatisfactory , I have learnt a lot over the last 6 years, All You had to do was answer in a
reasonable manner and give correct information. Also wash off at the front gate to be clean '
and out. So is it convenient for You to just keep on infecting our land and others?

Remember I am riot connected nor was I the Landowner who negotiated the placement of th
power line on our land prior our ownership. Who in their right mind would of without seekin
legal advice of which you still fail to suggest when negotiating any further agreements of th'
nature, You have used a quirk of law (Implied Easement)and I know of many people in this area
who despise You all. Your increasing connection costs, fixed charges, unit char es etc. to th
consumer is making you all more and more unpopular. We no longer need Westernpower as we
have alternatives and the dairy industry is dead. You are making politicians in this state
unpopular and you know what that means.

My aim is to retrieve the condition that was wrongfully taken away from us and that ' th ' h
to refuse you entry simply because You do not act in our interests or give us an reasonable
consideration in other issues that are important to us. There was never an allowance for
arbitration. The Ombudsman is riot an expert opinion as you all claim as sim I he is t
experienced farmer nor is he an arbitrator. The W. A. and Federal Agricultural De artments
suppose to be working together as the Ombudsman State and Federal so I will be uestion'
what is happening in reality. 6 Years on and I am still keen to right this wron so lets see wh t
happens. Can a nobody win this? Let see!



Our ref '92/2999

4 July 203.9

Mr Terry Ealing

Dear Mr Eating,

Than You or your e er dated10iune ting, address^a*1:6'ffi^1'80ard 'Of W^P ,
perthe previous correspondence'I am responding on their behalf,

We have completed a review of your letter and determined that we have res o d d t
these matters in previous correspondence, and on that basis, we have filed our lett

Yours sincerely

Tamara Brooker

Executive Manager Customer and Corporate Services

CS=^, westernpo
303 Welling I"'I Sited Porth 6000
000 Box LQ2i Perth WA 6842

wealcmpowor. @Qin co
^ ,^ ^ ^ 1.9.

* 13 to 87

I 1081 9225 2660
fly 1800 13 1351

nS BusO



I, Tel'rance Jol, " BALING of

"in vimw '^ ' "' XI^!'" '
PETITION IN RELATION TO ISO'BJ^CTM^7713'Rj

To the President and Members of the Legislative Council or the Parliament of Western AUSt^jin in
Parliam^1/1 assembled.

We the undersigned residents of Western Australia respectfully request that all interests claimed over
land registered on the TonerIs Title System be clearly recorded on the Title for that land, to ensure
ceitainty, stability and transparency, (whether partial or cornplere, current or retrospective).
Our petitioners therefore respectfully request the Legislative Council to recommend that full
disclosure of the full or partial interests in land by anyone who has an Interest in it prior or after sale
upon the owner's request.
W^ also respectfully request the Legislativc Council to recommend an immediate investigation into
whether or not the Government Gazerre is all adequate systcm for notifying all Landowners of
Legislative changes that affects their land* or whether they should be individually notified wlicre there
arc changes that affect their property*

Ami youI' petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray.

the s^^,^!" ' 81 ^118 Pel c with

CLERK OF THE LEGIStATIVE COUNCIL

in tile Slate or Western Austriali8, , 11n, the

.

NAM^; ADDR^:SS ATU, ^, I^



Petition No. 047 2018 Im lied Easements conditions interests restricLions riot disclosed to current owners or
dire urchasers of the said land b Government De artments encies and Cor orations .ros

6th April, 2018

The Standi Committee on Environment and Public Affairs.
L 51ative Council of Western Australia.
Dear Committee Members,

There are many recorded reviews on the impact of the use of Implied , Statutory Prescriptive Easements, and
the placing of conditions and restrictions on private property interests. These matters have been raised before
Par"ament previously In Your brilliant and respected paper titled The Impact of State Government Actions and
Processes on use and enjoyment of freehold and leasehold Land In Western Australia 201.31" Also in the
petitions 42/20, .4 and mine '09/20, .6. All seemingly lost momentum with the previous government causing a
singular laziness of thought In regard to these serious matters pleasuring those who stood to gain the most by
depriving the use of private land for free. The Landowner joined the ranks of the forgotten people and suffered
In forced silence with these unknown restrictions and limitations looming and threatening the use of their land.
There has been "o compassion for the impact this has had on the Landowners. There has been no review of
their circumstances after the ambush and callous enforcement of legislation they were riot aware of.
Non-disclosure of all the conditions that pertain to properties prior purchase and after can only be described
unfortunately as Misleading and Deceptive Behaviour!

Land Ownership was once the domain of the social and economic elite so eventually a system was developed to
take away the flaws. Today we find Government Agencies and Corporations continue to operate outside the

Terrence John ERLING

Title Registration System namely the Toyrens System here in Australia for the last 150 Years which obviously
undermines it. The uestion is wh 2 In nearly all disputes in this area, the Prospective Buyer or Landowners
were never made aware or nor was it disclosed to them the current conditions or property interests as there is
no ideal singular system to record everything easily available to the general public or Landowner. Why?

Tile waters have been muddied by the enforcement of the use of Fee Simple and Freehold Land using rhetoric
that it was in the Public's Interest regardless of the effect and burden upon the Landowner, The real answer to
the enforcement of this compulsory acquisition of land is to lower costs and raise profits or riot to
inconvenlence the Agencies requesting the land's free use. Then the problem is exacerbated by the conflict of
interest that exlsts where the previous Government attempted to serve two or more interests which could riot
be done consistently to satisfy fiduciary duties and compatibility owed to Corporarlons, Agencies. Consumers,
Public Interests against the Landowners. An example of this Is the only shareholder of The Electrical Networks
Corporation Trading as Western Power is the State Government which consistently changes and amends
legislation without landowner consultation to their own advantage causing landowners to lose all property
privileges and rights on property with a Power line traversing it with no easement mentioned in my previous
petition 1,09120, .7. The advantages of Registration of all encumbrance and interest on freehold and fee simple
land would provide certainty on the land especially vision of what is ahead for the landowners with technology
or market changes and a recession looming! No one should turn up suddenly and demand your land for free if
they discover an endangered species, underground telephone line, new legislation and restrictions limiting
stock grazing or a power company changing design and position of their line or refusing to apply biasecurity
requirements with the existence of noxious weeds in circumstances that only they consider pracrical to do so.

The people gaining the most are happy the way things are advising you incorrectly that one central record of all
this is riot possible for obscure reasons or the hardships that it will cause them is merely too great an
Inconvenient to implement. But if riot accomplished eventually land shall lose value for being too
complex ,complicated, expensive with possible finandal loss and foreclosure if purchased as there is a real
chance that after purchase you shall find the Intended purpose not possible or Your under constant pressure
from these people to satisfy their continual and escalating requirements upon the land and unfairly upon
yourselves. That again burdens the Rural Landowners with threats of lost productivity that lowers the land's
value and revenue through taxes paid to the States and Federal Governments. Simply because all the



information was riot easily available at the time of of purchase to make informed decisions. NO Agency shall
admit to the effects upon Landowners who have worked hard to achieve on their land and suddenly their use Is
restricted to save an endangered species, How Bizarre! If the saving of these spedes Is so vital then why is the
land riot purchased or the landowner compensated at a real price that truly reflects the land's value . Instead
these Agencies are enforcing penalties that can cause bankruptcy as can still be seen in the Peter Swift's case in
Manjimup, To date they do riot care about the Landowners plight, Why? We continually see that decisions are
made on the advice of person's regarded as "Experts " that is revered by Parliament Yet they have no practical
experience in these matters or have riot endured the effects of their actions yet speak with confidence their
views and opinions are correct and final, Yet in reality that has riot been our experience and obviously we
would have to disagree with these "Expert" views and opinions as being correct. But in my case
Westernpower's only Shareholder who is this State Government continues to legislate without considering our
proposals, experiences or DPInions. Please read "Recommendation of the Coundl on Guidelines for managing
conflict of Interest in the Public Service written by the OECD. " Simply we live on the land and they discount or
refute our first hand factual testimony in any example we give. Again how bizarre! The Landowner cannot
contact the Mlnister or Premier or have the same access as these "Experts", Lobbyists, C. E. 0. 's, Government
Agencies or Corporations. Is that equality for the Landowner? When in my situation the Corporation
coinPulsorilv_demands free use of the land and total land rights over any of mine without a mutually agreed
written contract for some 37 Years prior our ownership or since 1973 when the Contributory Scheme was
cancelled again prior our ownership in 201.0 on the same land Lot 1,759 GUIberti Road, Abba River 6280! How
Bizarre! The power line that exists on my property can be placed on other properties to continue customer
connection to grid power for the same maintenance costs they are now demanding access to our land to
complete when the weather is more suitable. They just illogically and wronglully refuse. I have no Interest in
connec, ion, I have done my civic duty since 20, .0 for free, which is riot respected or applauded for our
suffersnce and loss of amenity and security, worry and annoyance this has caused. Not once has there been
any praise or even a thank You. We now have alternatives which are cheaper, more environmentally suitable
and sustainable plus there is rin Intrusion and interruption to our future vision of our land's use and enjoyment
of our land yet we are denied choicel Our choices are disregarded by the Corporation and their only
Shareholder in preference for their own. Please be advised that legislation was Introduced to Parliament by the
Honourable MP Mensaros as "not to inconvenience the Energy Operator in 1,9791" It's a pity the Landowner is
not given the same consideration for having a power line on their property without an easement recorded on
the Torrens Title! The Landowner is eflertively gagged from exposing the truth even by the allowable length of
this submission which is such a complex issue that It requires a far more lengthy explanation, plus examples of
what really happens such as outlined in my 85 page document. But absent are there any restrictions to the
Corporation's access to the Minister I representing their only shareholder) demanding our land for free with
also the threat of compulsory acquisition looming. It would be pleasing if we had the same advantage to access
the Minister as Westernpower has along with all the other Agencies in other matters that have taken away our
property rights, There has been no individual notification to Landowners when there is a change in Agende's
requirements on our land which leaves us unaware or riot informed, Mine is only one of many examples.

The present explanation is that all information is available in the Government Gazette, Well that may well be
but it is riot readily found is it? As it is buried amongst many other things over time with over 50 Government
Agencies adding to it continually that the average person wouldn't have a clue where to find it or time if listed
under a confusing title or heading only the Agency has knowledge of I The Real Estate Agent is the first port of
call for a buyer and it is at this point all the information should be available upon a Torrens Title Search. This
would allow legal advice to be sought or suggested prior the contract of sale being agreed to instead of "buver
heware!" The property report by Landgate is riot desirable as they have no way of enforcing all agencies and
persons having an interest in the property to disclose it fully In the report. Registration of all interests produces
the desired outcome and that is"if there is no encumbrance on the Title System then no encumbrance
existsl "Present Landowners would have access to the true , up to date and correct conditions by doing a
simple title search. We can achieve a mutually agreed outcome if all players participate in an open and equal

h n field which should be the norm in an democrac I
Your ,
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Meinbei' for South We SI Region
Our Rel: 103

t31h April, 2018

Hon Malthew Swinbourn MLC
Chair

Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs
Parliament House
4 Harvest Terrace
WEST PERTH WA 6005
Via email: env

Dear Mr Swinbourn

PETITION No. o47 - ToRRENS TITLE SYSTEM

arliament, wa

I write in response to your letter of 19 March 2018 inviting a submission with regard to
Issues raised in petition No. 047 tabled in the Legislative Council on 13 March 2018, I
understand this issue has been raised by the principal petitioner with the Parliamentary
Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (Ombudsman).

The petition primarily requests the Legislative Council look into two aspects of
information captured and communicated through the transfer of land process First, it
calls for the State's land title registry, which is the responsibility of Landgate, to
introduce a system that makes Information contained on Certificate of Title documents
more informative for property owners. Second. it calls for an investigation Into whether
the process of lodging notification of legislative changes affecting landowners by way of
the Government Gazelle is adequate.

In relation the petitioners first request, it is my understanding that the ,50-year-old
Torrens Ti"e System does riot capture or disclose interests held by all parties with
respect to individual Certificates of Title vested in property owners. Examples of
interests that are currently excluded from titles are easements for underground and
above-ground public utilities infrastructure such as drainage, sewerage, water supply
and electricity. and privately owned assets such as telecommunications infrastructure.
Although these interests are riot captured on titles. private landowners are obliged to
allow Government agencies and private enterprises that manage this infrastructure
access their properly and conduct works as required. Examples of organisations
regularly seeking access to private property to conduct works include Water
Corporation, Western Power, Telstra, NBN Co. and local government authorities.
Some of these works can impact the condition and value of properties

While I realise there are publicly available sources of information describing
Certificates of Title, accessing property interest reports even a full Land
Title Registration Practice Manual published by Landgate, the question
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should be asked that perhaps much of this information would be more appropriateIy
captured in the Certificate of Title. Doing so would create a one stop document for
current and prospective property owners and eliminate the timely (and at time costly)
requirement to seek out information that could influence decisions around buying, selling
or developing land.

It has come to my attention that other Australian jurisdidions have made moves to
capture and note government utility interests on certificates of title. My preliminary
investigations have riot confirmed this but it may be pertinent for the committee to seek
some information on this and how if it may be a useful system for adoption in Western
Australia.

In relation to the petitioners second request, they wish to see a more informative
process to notify landowners of legislative changes that may impact their properties.
Currently changes are published in the Government Gazette. Perhaps there are
alternative approaches to notify landholders of prodamations that can complement the
existing system?

The petitioners have suggested the option of individually notifying to all landowners in
the event of legislative change that affects them. This may be a cost-prohibitive method
of notification, but I see no harm in the Committee investigating other options such as
electronic notification or advertising in applicable community and media publications as
an alternative or complimentary to using the Government Gazette,

If you require any further information please do riot hesitate to contact my electorate
office on 9724 t, 81 or emailpo_Iin. holt@inp. wa, qov. au.

Yours sincerely

on Colin Holt MLC

MEMBER FOR SOUTH WEST REGION



Our ref: 72-1 I I I9

Your ref: Petition N0 47 (A686t 36)

Minister for Transport; Planning; Lands

Hon Matthew Swinbourn MLC

Chair Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs
Parliament House
4 Harvest Terrace
WEST PERTH WA 6005

Dear Mr Swinboum

PETITION N0 47 - ToRRENS TITLE SYSTEM

Thank you for your letter dated IO May 2018 requesting comment on behalf of the
Legislative Council Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs, Petition N0 47
- Torrens Title System,

The Commissioner of Titles at Landgate, a lawyer and expert in real property law, has
assessed Petition N0 47 and associated information. My reply is provided with her
assistance. The issues raised in this petition can be summarised as:

I) What interests appear on the Western Australian Land Register?
2) How Government controls affect the use of land.
3) The rights of landowners and other parties with an interest in land.

Each of these issues is addressed below.

I) Interests Recorded on the Western Australian Land Re ister

Introduction of the Transfer of Land Act I893 (TLA) saw the creation of the Western
Australian Land Titles Register (the Register), primarily to record property interests on a
central, publicly accessible register. The Register's core function is to identify land
ownership and interests in land by registration of those interests on the land title. The
Register was never intended to exist in isolation to the rest of real property law. It is part of
a broad legal and legislative framework of rights and responsibilities to land. People should
be made aware that an interest recorded on the Register is only one way by which the
rights and interests of owners of land can be lawfulIy affected.

Interests in land recorded on the Register are guaranteed by the State of Western
Australia, Interests that are not recorded, and anything else that is riot recorded, are not
guaranteed. Other compensation regimes, such as taking interests in land for public works
purposes or injurious affection for planning controls, also apply. There is no intention to
expand the scope of the Register to include all items that may affect the use of land, The

Level9, Dumas House, 2 Havelock StTeet, West Perth, Western Australia, 6005
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Government is riot willing or able to guarantee such a large category of other interests, as
there are concerns around data accuracy which would make it imprudent to generate those
interests under the guarantee provisions of the TLA.

Since enactment of the TLA in I 893, Parliament has created in legislation many other
interests in land held by government agencies that are riot required in legislation to be
registered on the relevant certificate of title. Landgate has identified in its legislative review
that there are approximately 86 of these types of other interests that can affect the use and
enjoyment of land contained in the certificate of title. Landgate has long recognised that
these interests, riot recorded on titles, threaten the effectiveness of the land title system.

There have always been limited exceptions to absolute property rights. People who assert
absolute property rights do not correctly understand the legal and legislative framework
that actually exists Petition N0 47 correctly refers to one of these exceptions known as
implied easements and prescriptive easements that are an interest in land and may not
appear on a certificate of title contained in the Register. The Petition refers to the need to
have the interests affecting land registered on the title.

This approach was considered but found to be not appropriate given concerns by some
government agencies about the accuracy of their data which they were riot prepared to
guarantee. Another significant reason for riot recording the interests on the affected titles
was that a cost-effective solution could riot be identified for the tmng systems used in 2007.
It was decided that the better approach was to create the Shared Land Information Platform
(SLIP) and the Property Interests Report (PIR) as a way of hosting other agencies data
and providing the public and agencies access to it via the internet. Amendments were
made to the TLA to enable information about the land contained in a certificate of title to
be linked to the certificate of title rather than physically registered upon it. See section
48A(, a) of the TLA.

In 2005, Landgate commenced a project across government which involved the
identification of those interests and the different agency databases that support them.
Landgate developed the Shared Land Information Platform (SLIP) which enabled the
agencies which held statutory interests in land to place those datasets on the platform, with
the ability for those agencies to maintain control of those datasets. SLIP is an award
winning public platform and enables the sharing of land information and is available to the
public to use.

The creation of SLIP also enabled Landgate to create its Property Interest Report (PIR).
The PIR draws on all the data held in SLIP. This includes the interests that affect the use
and enjoyment of land and applies it to the relevant land parcel that a person seeks to
enquire about. Together with the certificate of title, the PIR acts as a central point of
information about land. The PIR currently provides information about 76 interests affecting
land that are riot registered on the certificate of title. Landgate continues to work with
government agencies to capture the remaining interests that affect the use and enjoyment
of land.

It is important to understand that the PIR operates as a warning system to advise people
obtaining the PIR of potential interests that affect the land. This allows a person to make
further enquiries of those agencies which hold those interests to get further details. A list
of interests is available on the Landgate website,



htt s://WWWO. land ate. wa. ov. au/ ro
interest-re ons. A sample of a PIR is attached.
Another important function of a PIR is to advise recipients of the report of interests t at o
not affect the land which they are enquiring about. That is, the report has the capability to
exclude interests if they are known riot to affect the relevant land parcel.

It is important to understand it is not mandatory for a person who is either intereste in
acquiring a properly or owns a property to obtain a PIR report of that property.

In that sense, there is no mandatory vendor disclosure requirement for a person se ing
their property to disclose all of the interests that impact that property to a poten ia
purchaser. In that regard, the rule of caveat emptor or ' buyer beware applies to prope y
purchases. The current legal obligation is on the purchaser to seek all relevant information
about the properly before entering into a contract to purchase it. There is one excep ion o
this mandatory disclosure which relates to the purchase of strata title properties whic as
a limited mandatory disclosure regime around information relevant to the managemen o
the strata property and the common facilities that an owner or potential buyer wou ave

rt -re onSISin Ie-address-re on/ ro e

access to.

2) Government Controls That Affect the Use of Land

I confirm there is a range of government controls prescribed by legislation that can a ec
land use in Western Australia. Some of these controls, such as a retirement village
memorial, can be registered on the Register, Other controls such as zoriing requirements
for planning do riot amount to an interest in land and cannot be registered on the Register.

3) SCO of Ri hts of Land Owners

I am advised that our system of real property law is based on the State of Western AUStr^Iia
owning all land at the outset. The Crown then grants an interest in land, with freeho tit e
being the type of grant that is closest to absolute ownership, Even with a grant o ree o ,
some rights are reserved to the State of Western Australia and the Commonwealth o
Australia, most obviously the rights to minerals. In addition, the State of Western AUStra ia
and the Commonwealth can compulsorily acquire land for public works purposes or
legislate in a way that affects rights to land. Land ownership rights in Western Australia
are, and have always been, subject to restrictions that the government may determine are
appropriate.

I note that Mr Terrence John Ealing, the person responsible for Petition N0 4 , as
concerns with a statutory easement over his land that benefits Western Power. is
easement does not appear on his certificate of title and is not registered on the Register,
Without investigating whether this easement is effective at law, I am informed the lega
basis of this statutory easement is independent of the TLA, and there is no requirement to
place it on the Register for it to be effective.

The statutory easement over Mr Eating's land is part of a considered government strategy
for providing essential services to the community. Queries concerning this easement an
the powerline should be directed to Western Power.

The above is only preliminary comment, as requested in your letter. The Commissioner o
Titles at Landgate, Ms Susan Dukes, can assist with further queries about land tha e



Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs in a h . S
on email at susan. dukes land ate. wa. ov. au or by phone on 92737783.
Yours sincerely

HON RITA SAFFIOTl
MINISTER FOR

2 N 1118

Att

S
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Contents

Properly information
This section includes an aerial

photograph and delatls of this
property.

"

3,
Summary of interests that
Do NOT AFFECT tills property
This section helps you to see at a
glance interests that do not affect
this property.

What Is a properly interest?
A property interest gives rights to a land owner but
also, could imply restrictions or impose
responsibilities which may impact on their use or
enjoyment of the land. Most interests are created by
government legislation, pdicies and guidelines, How do I jind out mre Information?

For further information about interests including
Where does properly Interest Information Gone from? information, contact details and relevant legislation on
This service gathers interest infonnation from multiple any interests in this report, see
government bodies and private organisations in
Western Australia and consolidates that information

into the Property Interest Report. This report will
show interests that do and do riot afl^ct the

property.

Summary of interests that AFFECT
this properly
This section helps you to see at a glance
interests pertaining to this property.

Does 11/18 report include all interests?
This Property Interest Report only serves as a guide "once
to interests that relate to this property not recorded This Property Interest Report has been produced by

Landgate on behalf of the State of Western Australia.on the Certificate of Title.

This report has direct access to property interestLandgate does not have access to all interest
information that affects property in Western Australia. information held by multiple government bodies and
There may be other interests that relate to the private organisations in Western Australia.
property, where that information is currently not
avallable to Landgate. For information on other
known interests riot in this report, see
WWWO. Ian ate. wa, ov. aulinterestdictio

Details of interests that AFFECT tills

property
This section provides details of how an
interest specifically relates to this property,

a

It is recommended that a copy of the Certificate of Title
is obtained to identify any registered interests ardor
information. Visit landgale. wa. gnu. a" to order a copy of
the Certificate of Title.

Are limes. s on tile Certificate of Time in his report?
No. this report does riot include interest information
registered on the Certificate of Title. Urnitations,
Interests, Encumbrances and Notifications may be
registered on the Certificate of Title under Second
Schedule Endorsements.

If you have any queries or concerns, please contact the
responsible agency of the interest
in question, contact detalls can be found in this report
or the interest dictionary.

.
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. r

This report is accurate and current at the date and time
it was generated. However, circumstances and interest
may change and can differ from the contents of this
report,

.

Please note: Where risk has been identified to a

property within this report and construction has
occurred on the land, contact yorir relevant Local
Government Authority for management remedialion
plans relevant to your property, or for properties being
purchased off the plan, contact your developer.
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Type of properly

Property use
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Local Government Authority
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Land area
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N/A

Vacant Land

Vacant

N/A

Warineroo

Residential (R40)

470 in2

Lot 1519 On Deposited Plan
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2880/252

Land ID

Certi"Gate o1 line number
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impact this properly
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2. Summary of interests that AF ECT this property
Interests below specifically affect this property but do not appear on the Certificate of Title. For information and
detalls on how the below interests may impact your property, please see section four of this report,

. ATCO Gas Australia Infrastructure

. Building and Construction ladustry Training Levy

. Building Permit

. Busti Fire Prone Areas

. Dial Before You Dig

. Emergency Services Lew

. Former Military Training Area (Unexploded
Ordnance)

. Garden Bore Suitability

. Groundwater Salnity

. Iron Staining Risk

. Land Tax

. Local Government Rates

. Local Planning Schemes

. Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax

. Mosquito-borne Disease Risk

. Native Title and Indigenous Land Use Agreements

. Proclaimed Groundwater Areas
o Sprinkler Restrictions & Bans
. Water Corporation Infrastructure (above and belo

ground)

4
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3. Summary of interests that O NOT AFFECT this prope
Information currently avallable to Landgate suggests that these interests do riot affect this property. For further
information and contact details on these interests, please see the interest dictionary
WWWO. !and e. re. OV. adjntg'eStdictiona

. I in I 00 AEP Floodplain Development Control
Area

. Aboriginal Heritage Places

. Aboriginal Lands Trust Estate

. Acid Sulfate Soil (Ass) Risk

. APA Group Owned'Operated Gas Transmission
Pipeline

. Australian Natural. Indigenous and Historic
Herltage

. Basic Raw Material Zones

. Bush Forever Areas

. Clearing Control Catchments
, Commercial Building Disclosure
. Contaminated Sites (Contaminated Sites

Datah^^e)
. Control of Access on State Roads

. Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline
Development Setback Area

. Development Control Area (Swan and Canning
Rivers)

. Environmental Protection Policies

o European House Borer
. Future State Roads

. Homey Water Infrastructure

. Heritage Council - Assessment Program

. Heritage Council - Conservation Orders

. Herltage Council - Heritage Agreement

. Heritage Council - State Register of Heritage
Places

. Intensive Agricultural Industries

. Jandakot Airport - Aircraft Noise

. Jandakot Airport - Land Use Planning

. Lands owned or managed by the Department of
Parks and Wildlife

Liquor Restrictions
. Local Government Municipal Inventory
. Marine Harbours Act Areas

. Marine Navigation Aids

. Mining Titles

. National Park, Conservation Park and Nature
Reserve

. Native Vegetation

. Navigable Water Regulations
o Notices on Properties under the Biosecurlty and

Agrlculture Management Act 2007

Generated: 29/05/2018 at 12:48 PM, Request number: 56822966

Notices on Properties under the Soil and I^
Conservation Act 1945

. Perlh Airport - Aircraft Noise
o Perth Airport - Land Use Planning
. Perth Parking Policy
. Petroleum Tenure

. Possible Road Widening

. Proclaimed Surfacewater Areas

. Protected Areas - Collaborative Australian

Protected Area Database

. Public Drinking Water Source Areas

. Ramsar Wetlands

. Region Schemes

. Residual Current Device

. Residue Management Notice

. Shipping and Pilotage Port Areas

. Smoke Alarm

. State Forest and Timber Reserve

o State Underground Power Program
. Threatened Ecological Communities
. Threatened Fauna

. Threatened Flora

. Titanium - Zircon Mineralization Areas

. Water Corporation Infrastructure Buffer Zones

. Water Corporation Non-standard Services (Private
Fire Service)
Waterways Conservation Act Management Areas
Western Power Infrastructure

Wetlands

5



4. Details of interests that AFFECT this properly
Interests below in alphabetical order specifically affect this property but do riot appear on the Certificate of Title.
For further information and Legislation deralls, see WWWO. Ian Ie, wa. a Inter diclio

ATCO Gas Australia
Infrast, '"o11.1re

Responsible agency:
ATCO Gas Australia

Definition of Interest

ATCO Gas Australia is a private company delivering safe, reliable, cost-effective
natural gas to West Australians. As a gas distribution company, ATCO Gas builds,
owls and maintains an underground network of pipelines that bring natural gas to
more than 700,000 consumers' Along with building and maintaining the network, we
also perform the work to connect your homes and businesses to gas and read your
neter.

Ahaet of Interest:

The selected property 18 ultlaln 11.0 vial"11y of ATCO Gas Australia Infrastructure.
Land use, building, demolition and access constraints may apply.

Detalls are available below:

A

Infrastructure Type - Gas Distribution Network

Depending on the infrastructure type as indicated above, the following advice will
apply:

Gs siral I

Gaa Didr, b""on "^

If the search area is identified as being within the Gas Distribution Network area, a
gas connection might exist or be available for the property. See
WWW, at cogas. coin. au for more information about the gas connection process or
contact ATCO Gas Australia on I 3,356,

S re

6

To view ATCO Gas distribution network maps see; WWW. atcogas, coin. atAbout-
Us/'Coverage-Maps.

Note: A gas connection may not always be available for properties within the Gas
Distribution Network Area. If the property is a riot abutling a suitable existing gas
distribution main, a pipeline extension may be required. However, buried pipework
may still exist on your property. Visit Dial Before You Dig WWW. , , 00. coin. au to
determine the location of gas mains,

1.1gl, Frees, ,re 0.0 PIP. 11ne
No work is permitted within 15 metres of a High Pressure pipeline without prior
approval from ATCO Gas Australia, Land use, building, demolition and access
constraints may apply.

PLEASE "OrE:

Generated: 29/05/20t 8 at 12:48 PM. Request number: 56822966

Construction. excavation and other activities may be resincted in this zone. No
pavements (including crossovers) are to be constructed over the pipeline without
prior consent from ATCO Gas Australia. Various pipeline safety tests may apply.

For more information contact our office on 1300 926755, or emall
hpenquiries@at cogas. coin, au.



4. Details of interests that AFFECT this properly

This report is riot an alternative to Dial Before You Dig.
Inforrnation about underground cable and pipe networks is avallable by requesting
the utility maps through the Dial Before You Dig web site, WWW. I I 00. coin. au or
contact their call cantre on I I 00 during business hours, to find out about the
location of underground infrastructure prior to commencing any excavation works on
a properly,

Legislation govoniing themtaint:
Eneigy Coordination Act 7994
Ene@y Operators ipoweis) Ant 7979
Gas Standards Act 197:2

Gas Standards (Gas Supply and System Safety) Regulations 2000
Gas Standards (Gasfitting and Consumer Gas Installations) Regulations t 999

Building and
Construction Industry
Training Levy
Responsible agency
Construction Training
Fund Board

Definition of Interest:

The Building and Construction Industry Training Lew is used to support training for
people working within the building and construction industry, and is payable prior to
the commencement of a project or upon application for a building license.

Amect of Interest

The Iew of 0.2% on the contract price is applied to all residential, commercial and
civil engineering projects undertaken in Western Australia where the total value of
construction is over $20,000, The project owner pays the Iew when an application
for a building permit is made to the Local Government Authorky,

For more information contact our office on (08) 9244 01 00 or see WWW. bciti. org,

Legislation governing themharesI:
Buffdfrig and Construct^^n industry Training Fund and Lory Goffectton Act 1990
Bulbfrig and Constructton industry Training LevyAot 1990

Definition of Interest:

All new buildings and incidental structure alterations to existing buildings and
incidental structures are to be approved by the grant of a building permit by the
relevant Permit Authority, in most instances this will be the Local Government
Authority.

Affect of 1,118rest:

All new buildings and alterations to existing buildings are to be approved by the
issuing of a building permit,

Building Permit
Responsible agency:
Department of Mines,
Industry Regulation and
Safety

Bush Fire Prone Areas Definition of Interest
A bush fire prone area is an area that is subject to, or likely to be subject to, aResponsible agaricy:
bushfire attack. Additional planning and building requirements may apply toOffice of Bushfire Risk
developments within areas designated as bush fire prone by the Fire and Emergency

Management
Services Commissioner. A further assessment of bushfire risk may also be required
under the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes), State Planning
Policy 3.7 Planning in Btishtire Prone Areas and the Building Code of Australia.

Generated: 29/05/2018 at 12:48 PM. Request number; 56822966

For more information contact our office on 1300 489 099, or email
bcinfo@commerce. wa. gov. au, or see WWW. buildingcommission. wa. gov. au.

Legislation governing tile i"tores^
Buffdfr, g AC, 207 I
Building Regulations 2012



4. Details of interests that AFFECT this prope
Afl^at or Inhalest:

The selected property 18 1.9", I"co as being fully or partially within a designated
bush fire prone area. Additional planning and building requirements ina I . in
accordance with Schedule 2 Part I OA of the Planning and Development (Local
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015, State Planning Policy 3.7 Planning in Bushfire
Prone Areas and the Building Code of Australia.

Detalls are as follows:

B 11 Fire Prone Areas

Designation ~ Bush Fire Prone Area (additional planning and building requirements
may apply to development on this site)
Designation Date - 01/06/17 (since 08/12/15)
Comments " This site has been in a designated bush fire prone area for 10n er than
four months. Additional planning and building requirements may apply to
development on this site.

A Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) assessment or BAL Contour Map may be required in
certain circumstances under Schedule 2 Part I OA of the Planning and Development
(Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 if the site has been located in a bush
fire prone area for a period of at least four months, Development approval must be
obtained in areas with a BAL rating of BAL-40 or BAL-Flame Zone (I'^ before
commencing any development, including instances where development approval
would riot norn^!Iy be required. A bushfire management plan may also be re uirecl.

Bushfire construction requirements set out in GP5, I and P2.3.4 of the Buildn
Code of Australia apply to certain residential building work in designated bush fire
prone areas if the site has been located in a bush fire prone area for a period of at
least four months, A further assessment of bushfire risk, such as a BAL assessmen
will assist in determining the appropriate level of bushfire resistant construction that
should be incorporated into the building. In general a building permit is required
before undertaking most new building work.

Certain exemptions and exclusions may apply. Local governments may also have
locally specific building requirements.

For specific requirements contact the planning or building section of your local
government.

For general information regarding the Building Code of Australia and requirements
for bush fire prone areas, contact the Building Commission at
bcinfo@coinn^rce. wagov. au or on 1300 489 099.

If the property has a notification on title stating that the land is within a designated
bush fire prone area and the Map of Bush Fire Prone Areas confirms that the land is
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For further information about the Planning and Development (Local Planning
Schemes) Regulations 2015, State Planning Policy 3.7 Planning in Bushfire Prone
Areas or the associated Guidelines, contact the Department of Planning, Lands and
Heritage Bushfire Policy Officer at bushfire@planning. wa. gov. au or on (08) 6551
9000.



4. Details of interests that AFFECT this property
no longer designated as bush fire prone, then the notification on title may be
rerooved through an N2 form 'Removal or modification of notification under section
70A of the Transfer of Lands Act 1893' available from

https://WWW(,. landgate. wa. gov. au/formdividuals/forms-and-fees/land-titling-forms.
Note that the relevant local government authority will be required to sign the form
prior to its submission to Landgate. Fees apply.

Legislation governing mainlerest:
F1i'e andEmeigenqySeivicesAmendmentAct20i5
Fire and Eine@onqy Services Act 7998
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
Buffding Act 20 I I
Building Regulations 2012

Dial Before You Dig
Responsible agency:
Dial Before You Dig

Daful"on o1 Interest:

Dial Before You Dig is a retorral service for information on locating underground
utilities anywhere in Western Australia. Australia's national referral service for
information on underground pipes and cables.

Affect of Interest:

This will affect the property when ground disturbance works are planned, for further
inforrnation or plans on location of underground utilities see WWW. I I 00. coin, au or
contact our office on I I 00.

Legislation governing, Ile i"tomsl:
<7ccupaffona/ Hearh, Safety and We/^re Act 7984
Occupational Safety and Health Regu^tions1996

Emergency Services
tow
Responsible agency:
Department of Fire and
Emergency Services

Demillon of Interest:

The Emergency Service Lew (ESL) category classification of a property (declared by
the Minister for Emergency Services) determines the ESL assessment rate that will
be applied to the Gross Rental Value (GRV) of a property to calculate the ESL
charge each year (subject to minimum and maximum ESL charge declarations).
ESL category classification boundarles are managed by the DFES based upon
cadastral information.

Allocl of Interest:

The selected property Gumnty 1.00 the following Emergency Services Lew
category classification:
Enema"ev Service tow Boundaries:

ESL Category - 3
ESL Boundary - North Category 3

The ESL category classifications:

9
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Cabg. ry ,: Avallability of a network of career Fire & Rescue Service stations and
the State Emergency Service (SES).
Applies in the Perth metropolitan area.

Odegory 28 Avallability of a career Fire & Rescue station and a volunteer Fire &
Rescue Service brigade and the SES.
Applies in the city centres of Albany, Bunbury, Greater-Gemldlon, Kalgoorlie-Boulder
and Mandurah,



4. Details of interests that A

Category a= Avallability of a Volunteer Fire & Rescue Service brigade or bush fire
brigade with frequent support from the metropolitan network of career Fire & Rescue
Service stations and the SES.

Applies in the periphery of the metropolitan area.

Category 48 Avallability of a Volunteer Fire & Rescue Service brigade or a Volunteer
Emergency Service Unit or a breathing apparatus equipped bush fire brigade and
the SES.

Applies in approximately 90 country townsites.

Category 58 Availability of a bush fire brigade and the SES,
Applies in all other areas of the State except Indian Ocean Territories.

Please note the following properties are exempt from ESL (by Regulation):
. Vacant land owned by Local Governments;
. Certain Mining Tenements granted for prospecting/exp!oratory activities only;
, The Winenoom town site (a contaminated site);

Use the Emergency Services Lew calculator below to work out how much ESL you
are likely to pay on a property, see
WWW. dfes. wa. gov. aLi/emergencyservicesIew/pages/'eslcalculator. aspx.

For more information contact our office on (08) 93959485, or see
WWW. dfes. wa. gov. au.

Legislation governing themteras^
File and Eine, geney Sen/foes Act 7998
Fire and Emergency Services Regulations I 998

Definition of Inter as^

A Former Military Training Area is an area that may have been used by the
Department of Defence, Allied or Foreign Armed Services in a manner where a
hazard such as explosive ordnance may exist.
Affect of Interest:

Unexploded ordnance (UXO) nay be found on or below the soil surface. Of the
small percentage of artillery projectiles, mortars and aerial bombs which did not
explode on impact, some will have penetrated the soil. In stable soil conditions. most
of these are likely to be found within two metres of the natural ground surface with
density increasing towards the surface,

ECT this property

Former Military
Training Area
("nexploded
Ordnance)
Responsible agaricy:
Department of Fire and
Emergency Services

10

Former Millb Trainin Areas
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ID - O

Page "umber - C-, 07
Location ""riber ~

General Location - 5 km S S E of Yarichep
SI^ "ame - Eglinton Range Area

Contact us to find out further detall in regards to how this land may be affected by
UXO, whether the land has been previously searched for UXO or to arrange for a
search by an accredited UXO Contractor.



4. Details of interests that FEC this properly
For more information contact our office (08) 9482 I 760, or advice@dfes. wa. gov. au,
or see WWW, defence. gov. aLofuxo.

Legislation governing 111ei"tones^
Commonwealth Policy on the Management of Land Affected by Une>tploded
Ordnance

Garden Bore

Suitability
Responsible agency:
Department of Water and
Environmental Regulation

Definition of Interest:

As part of new water efficiency measures, the Departrnent of Water and
Environmental Regulation (DWER) has prepared a Perth groundwater area map
showing where additional garden bores are suitable/unsuitable based on available
hydrogeological information.

Affect of Interest

The property 18 winl" an area there additional garden bores are:
Garden Bore Suitability:

Suitability - Suitable

The hydrogeological conditions beneath the property are listed above for the
installation of a garden bore.

GroundwaterSalinily
Responsible agency:
Deparlment of Water and
Environmental Regulation

For more information please contact Water Information at the Department of
Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER) on (08) 63647600 or
waterinfo@water. wa, gov. au, or see WWW. water. wa. gov. au/urban-watei/bores.
Legislation governing themtorest:
R@hts in Water and/r"@, at/bnAot 79/4
Rights in Water and Irrigation Exemption (Section 260) order 201 O

Definition o1 Interest:

The satinity in groundwater varies greatly in Western Australia. This depends on
many factors such as geology, topography, climate and coastal seawater intrusion.
The Department of Water and a'Ivironmental Regulation (DWER) Gategorises the
grour^water sannity according to the salt content and its application for public
drinking, irrigation, stock water etc,

Aflect or Interest

The salinity in groundwater in Western Australia varies considerably. This depends
on many factors such as geology. topography, climate and coastal seawater
intrusion.

11

Due to the fluid nature of ground conditions it is only possible to report on a
indicative reading for the groundwater salinity that exists at this location.

If the groundvvater salinity at this location is important then you should contact the
closest regional office for advice on this subject,
GroundwaterSali"itw

TDS per in1/1/91am per lib'a " 500-1 000

Salinity is the measure of total dissolved solids CFDS) or salts in water and is report
as milligrams per litre (ing/L).

The range of salini!y of natural water is
Category Salinity range

0-500 ing'L TDS (suitable for selected agrlcu!tural use)Fresh
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4. Details of interests that AFFECT this property

Marginal 500,000 ing/L TDS (suitable for selected agticulin. ,Iral use)
Brackish I 000-3000 ing/L TDS (used for parkland jingation)
Saline 3000-35,000 ing/'L TDS industrial use and stock watering up to
10,000mg/L)
Hypersaline >35,000 ing/'L TDS

To verify the groundwater salinity at a particular location contact our office on (08)
63647600 or waterinfo@water. wa. gov. au, or see WWW. water. wa. 90v. au/water-
topics!'groundwater.

Legislation governing, ,leinlerest:
The Department of Water advises against drilling garden bores in areas underlain by
the saltwater interface. There is no legislative basis or implications for this advice.

Iron Staining Risk Definition of Interest:

Responsible agency; Groundwater in many areas in Western Australia contains dissolved iron. When tFe
Department of water and Water is exposed to air, the iron is oxidised and forms a rust-coloured coating on
Environmental Regulation Walls and paving's.

Affect of Interest:

The property 18 In an area where there is an elevated iron I manganese staining risk
according to data avallab!e at the time of publication.

Land Tax

Responsible agency:
Department of Finance

Iron Stainl" Risk
Risk - Low risk

If you wish to verhy whether your proposed garden bore is located in an area of
high risk of iron staining, please contact Water Information at the Department of
Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER) on (08) 63647600 or
waterinfo@water. wa, gov, au, or see WWW. water. wa. gov. annome.
Legislation governing helmleresL
n7eie ts no leg^^Iton directly re^ted to th/^ Interest.

Odinl, ion or Interest

Land tax is an annual tax based on the ownership and usage of land at midnight on
30 June and is levied in respect of the financial year following that date. Various
exemptions or concessions may apply, Until land tax is paid it remains a first charge
on the land,

Affect of Interest:

Laitd tax is an annual tax based on the ownership and usage of land at midnight on
30 June and is levied in respect of the financial year following that date. Various
exemptions or concessions may apply; for example, primary residences.

For more information contact our office on (08) 9262 1200 or see
WWW. finance. wa. gov. aLVlandtax,

Legislation governlngllieinterest:
Tarat, On ,Admin^t^tmn Aot 2003
Land Tax Assessment Act 2002
Land 7^x Act 2002

Local Government
Rates

Generated: 29/05/2018 at I 2:48 PM. Request number: 56822966

Definition of Interest:



4. Details of interests that AFF CT this property 13

liesp"Bible agency A Lcoal Government Authority can Iew rates on any rateable land within its district in
accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act 7995and itsDepartment of Local

Government, Sport and associated regulations.
Cultural Industries Affect of Intresl:

Local Government AUIhorlties can levy rates on any rateable land within its district in
accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act 7995and its
associated regulations.

Local Planning
Schemes

Responsible agency:
Department of Planning,
Lands and Heritage

For more information contact your Local Government Authority.

Legislation governing themtorest:
Local Government Act 7995

Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996

Demi"on of Interest:

Local Planning Schemes set out the way land is to be used and developed, classify
areas for land use and include provisions to coordinate infrastructure and
development in a locality.

Meet o1 interest

The selected area of land me the following zoriing(s) and'or land-use class
local 60.0mnentA"nori^:

"an. - WANNERco, CITY OF
Local Area Zorilnn:

Zorii"g - Urban development
Label -

Label Description -
Additional Use -

Rushiel, d Use -

Special Additional Use -

For more information see WWW, planning. wa. gov, au/I_Ocal-planning-schemes. aspx.
Or contact your Local Government AUIhority for more information.

Legislation governing themtelest:
Planning andDeve/opmentAot2005
P^rinfrig andDeve/opment (Consequent^/and Transitional Provtstons) Act2005
State Planning Policy 3.1 - Residential Design Codes
Model Scheme Text

Metropolitan Region
Improvement Tax
Responsible agency:
Department of Finance
and Department of
Planning, Lands and
Heritage

remition of Interest:

Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax (MRIT) is an annual tax on land in the
metropolitan region that is also liable for land tax. Unpaid MRIT remains a first
charge on the land.

Affect of Interest:

The selected properly my 1.0 subject to Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax
(MRIT). MRIT is an annual tax on land in the metropolitan region that is also subject
to land tax,
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he Local GovernmentIIS

Local Government Authority - WANNEROO, GIFf OF

For more information contact our office on (08) 6551 I000, or see
WWW. finance. wa. gov. aLVlandtax.

W:



. Details of interests that AFFECT this properly

Mosquito-borne
Disease Risk

Responsible agency:
Department of Health

Legislalio" governing themtorest
Metropoff^, n Region Improvement 7;airAot 7959
Land TaxAssessmentAct2002
7bxa, ton Admin^t^tton Act2003
P^rining and Development Act 2005

Definition orli, haresI:

Mosquitoes can be a serious nuisance in certain regions of Western Australia and
can spread disease-causing viruses such as Ross River, Barmah Forest, Kunin and
Murray Valley encephalitis viruses.
Aiml of Interest:

The selected area 18 ^mrs. tod by the risk of mosquito-borne diseases.

Details are as follows:

Risk Level - Low or unknown risk

Frequent hlgl, ink
The selected area is in a region that frequently experiences problems with nuisance
and disease carrying mosquitoes.

000"tonal very noh rl. k
The selected area is in a region that experiences severe problems with nuisance and
disease carrying mosquitoes in some years, depending on environmental conditions.

Frequent Meh and coca. tonal cory noh rich
The selected area is in a region that frequently experiences problems with nuisance
and disease carrying mosquitoes, and severe issues are also experienced in some
years depending on environmental conditions.

^

tour or unkr, "" rlak

This location has not experienced high rates of mosquito-borne disease in the past.
However, the sporadic nature of mosquito-borne disease outbreaks moms that this
not necessarily a precise indicator of future risk. Furthermore, regions with low or no
resident human population may also be classified as low risk even though there may
be an undocumented high risk in the area, Finally, significant mosquito nuisance
is SLies may still be experienced, despite a low health risk.

Residents are advised to avoid exposure 10 mosquitoes and minimise mosquito
breeding around the home as appropriate, particularly following extreme weather
events such as he aw rainfall, high tides in coastal areas) or localised flooding that
may create abnormally large areas of mosquito breeding habitat,

For inforrnetion on mosquito control in your local area or to report a mosquito
problem please contact your Local Government Environmental Health oncer.

For more information about mosquito management, contact the Environmental
Health Directorate on (08) 93884999 or emall
medical. entomology@health, wa. gov. au or see
ht!p://WW2. health. wa, gov. atVAr!icles/J_WMOsquito-management.
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4. Details of interests that AFFECT this property

"alive Title and

Indigenous Land Use
Agreements
Responsible age, my
National Native Title

Tribunal

Legislation governing helmeres^
Health Act 7917

Definition of Intorest:

I\Iative title is the recognition in Australian law that some Indigenous people continue
to hold rights to lands and waters. An indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) is an
agreement about native title made between one or more native title groups and
other people.

Affect of Into resL:

Your area of interest 18 winln the geographic extent(s) of the following Native Title
Applications, Determinations or Indigenous Land Use Agreements ILUAs):

,"PORTMri"FOR"ATlo"= PLEASE NorE
unlLE "AWE TmE in=REsrs MY *, AVE BEE" DENnF, En OVER T"E
AREA OF YOUR SEARCH, rr "usr BE "OrED TDIATs

Native Title cannot ne

residential freehold;
- farms held in freehold or;
- pastoral or agricultural leases that grant exclusive possess
- residential, commercial or community purpose leases, or
- public works like roads, schools or hospitals,

- vacant (urialiocated) crown land;
- some state forests, national parks and public reserves depending on the effect o

tablihi t s r!<adresestate a n

- oceans, seas, reets, lakes and inland waters;
- some leases, such as nori-exclusive pastoral and agricultural leases, depending

on the state or t t oU

- some land held by or for Aboriginal people or Torres Strait Islanders.

The status of a Native Title Application will determine the rights and restrictions
within the boundary of that Application.

xist v r the followi

Application "aria - SWAN RIVER PEOPLE 2
Federal Court ridere"GB - WAD24/201 I

Status - UNREGISTERED

Dab Filed (dunn/yin) - 01/02/2011
""Tr ""in her - WC201 1 /002

Application Name " SINGLE NOONGAR CLAIM (AREA I)
Federal Court Reference - WAD6006/2003
Shin, s - UNREGISTERED

Dale Filed (dunmlyyw) - 06/10/2003
""IT ""rib. r - WC2003/006

of tenure:

Please refer to the Interest Dictionary
(https://umM(). landgate. wagov. aufinteresidictionery) for ternis used in this report.
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Appllcallo" I, ame - WHADJUK PEOPLE
Federal Court Reference - WAD242/201 I
""it ""riber - WC201 11009

Status - REGISTERED

Date Reglstered (drynm/my) - 11/10/2011

o118 R biersd With "in



4. Details of interests that AFFECT this property

Proclaimed
GroundwaterAreas

Responsible agency
Department of Water and
Environmental Regulation

For more information contact our office on 1800640 501 or see WWW. rintt. gov. au,
Legislation gonemi"glliei", eresl:
Natve fire Act 1993 roommonwea/fry

Definition o1 Interest:

Access to groundwater is regulated under the Rights in Water and 117^?, airon Act
1974 in order to manage water resources.

Affect or Injamsl:

The selected area of land 1,118 withIn a groundwater area that is proclaimed under
the R^'hts in Water and 1174?atton Act 7974.

Details of the proclaimed area(s) are provided below:
Proclaimed Groundwatar Areas;
Ground""ater Area "ame - Perlh
Proclaimed Slams - Proclaimed
Releva"t Act - RIWI Act 19.4

Rele"ant AC, Section - Section 26B (1)
Gazetted (Legacy "ame ~ Perth Groundwater Area
Date Published In Gazette (dormin/my) - 20/03/1998
Gazelled Type - Variation
Page in Gazette - I 5.7
Gazelled Plan ""riber - WRC3824-I -I
Comments

You may need a licence or permit from the Department of Water and Environmental
Regulation (DWER) if you propose to construct a bore or take groundwater from the
shallow (superficial) aquifer or deeper aquirers.

There are exemptions from licensing requirements for certain purposes. For example
the majority of garden bores may not require a licence if accessing a shallow
(superficial) aquifer only.

To confirm whether you need a licence, go to the water licensing website page or
contact your local OWER office.

16

Sprinkler Restrictions
& Bans

Responsible agency:
Department of Water and
Environmental Regulation

For more information contact our office on (08) 63647600, or see
WWW. water. wa. gov. au.

Legislation governing 11/81n, erost:
R@htsin Water andfr'r@atIbn ACf 7914
Rights in Water and Irrigation Regulations 2000

Details are as follows:
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Definition of Interest:

Sprinkler restrictions and/or bans apply throughout Western Australia for scheme
water users and domestic garden bores.
Affect of Interest

The selected property 18 Manned as being fully or partially within in an area
designated to have sprinkler restrictions.



4. Details of interests that AFFECT this property
Sririnkler Readclions:

Region - PerilVMandurati
Miner Regimetors - Stage 6
SIImmer Restricli"ns - Stage 4

Sprinkler restrictions and or bans apply to this area. Due to the drying climate,
the State Government introduced water efficiency measures, in duding the
introduction of restrictions on domestic sprinklers.

These restriclions include permanent efficiency measures, an annual winter
sprinkler ban that applies to domestic sprinkler use and some nori-domestic use,
and can also include extra efficiency measures and resinctions from time to time
such as extensions of the winter sprinkler ban period or other restrictions.

Restriction stages are detailed in the Water Agencies (Water Use) By-laws 2010.
WWW. SIP. wa. gov. au/legislation/statutes. nsf/main_innitle_, 1731_homepage. html
Additional restrictions may also apply to specific locations. Please refer to your
water service provider for more information relating to your area.

Water Corporation
Infrastructure (above
and below ground)
Responsible agency:
Water Corporation

For more information please see WWW. water. wagov. au/urban-water/water
restrictions/garden-bores.

For more information contact our office on 13 I0 39 or see WWW. water, wa. gov. au
and go to the Domestic Garden Bore website page.

Legislation governing themtorest:
Water Agencies ipoweis) Act 7984
Water Agencies Water Use) By laws 2010

Dearruon of Interest

The Water Corporation operates vast water, sewerage and drainage pipe networks
throughout WA, At any given location there may be various infrastructure in the
ground of different sizes, depths, alignments and materials belonging to the Water
Corporation.

Affect or 1,118rest:

The selected property 18 Impacted by Water Corporation pipes or access
chambers. No construction is permitted in the proximity of this infrastructure without
the consent of the Water Corporation and it should be noted that 24 hour access
may be required for maintenance purposes in certain circumstances.

Imjins". I'mIre Type - Sewer Connection Point
Infrastr"Gnure Type - Sewer Main

Water and sewer services located outside the property boundaries (road reserves)
are riot included in this report, as this report only includes interests inside the
property boundaries. However they can be viewed here, WWW. mywater, coin. au/
web-externalpub/propertySearch.
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Please be aware that it is a bolda, in require",, in to notify the Water Corporation
of any proposed construction, alteration or demolition of a building in areas wirere
the Corporation is the licensed provider of water, wastewater or dralnage services.



4. Details of interests that A FECT this property
A person is riot permitted to construct, alter or demolish a building without the prior
anthorisation of the Water Corporation.

For more information contact our office on 13,395, or see
WWW. watercorporation. coin. aLVmoving-buying-and-building/buying-or selling,

PLEASE NOTE:

This report and the Water Corporation online property search tool is not an
alternative to Dial Before You Dig.
Infontiation about underground cable and pipe networks is avallable by requesting
the utility maps through the Dial Before You Dig web site, WWW. 1100. coin. au or
contact their call centre on I I 00 during business hours, to find out about the
location of underground infrastructure prior to commencing any excavation works on
a property.

Legialatio" governing tileintarest
Water Se/vfoes Act 2072

18
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Disclaimer and Copyright
Disclaimer

To the extant permitted by law, the State Government and its agencies and bodies specified in the Report and the
Western Australian Land Information Authority trading as Landgate (State of Western AIStralia) will in no way be
liable to you or anyone else for any loss, damage or costs however caused (including through negligence) which
may be directly or iruirectly suffered arising from the use of or reliance on any information or data (including
incomplete, out of date. wrong, Inaccurate or misleading information or data) whether expressed or implied in the
Report.
The infomiation contained in this Report is provided by the State of Western Australian in good faith on an "as is"
basis. The information is believed to be accurate and current at the date the Report was created. However
changes in circumstances may affect the accuracy and completeness of the info, 1/1ation. The State of Western
Australia makes no representation or warranty as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness, merchantability or
fitness for purpose of the information contained in this Report. You should riot act on the basis of anything
contained in this Report without first obtalning specific professional advice. The information in this Report is not
comprehensive or exhaustive and not in the nature of advibe and is intended only to provide a summary of the
subject matter covered. It is not intended to provide the basis for any evaluation or decision, You must make your
own asses^lent of it and rely on it wholly at your own risk. Where there is any concern about accuracy and
currency of the inforrnation in the Report, reference should be made to Landgate or the relevant State
Government agency or body for verification.
To the extent permitted by law, all representations, warranties and other terms are excluded and where they
cannot be excluded, any liability suffered arising out of use of the Report is limited to resupply,
Copyright
Copyright in the Report is owned by the State of Western Australia and is protected by the Copyright Act 1968
(01h). You may download and print the Report only for your personal and non-commercial use or use within your
organisation for internal purposes. unless you have prior written approval.
A registered real estate agent may provide hard copies of a report to potential purchasers or make avallable a
PDF of the report as part of online advertising. As information can change after the report has been generated,
Landgate recommends that the report be replaced by a new updated report on a regular basis to capture any
changes.
Other than for the purposes of and subject to the conditions prescribed under the Copyright Act, you may not, in
any form or by any means:
. adapt, reproduce* store, distribute, transmit, print, display, perform, publish or create derivative works from

any part of the Report; or
. commercialse any infomiation, products or services obtalned from any part of the Report.
Requests to use Landgate's copyright material should be addressed to:
Landgate
I Midland Square
Midland WA 6056

Tel: (08) 92737373
Fax: (08) 92737666
Emall: customerservice@landgate. wa. gov. au.
Requests to use another State Government agency or body's copyright material should be addressed to the
relevant agency or body. Any authorised reproduction however altered, reformatted or redisplayed must
acknowledge the source of the information and that the State of Western Australia is the owner of copyright.

Landgate
I Midlarid Square, MIDLAND WA 6056

Telephone: +61 (0)89273734,
anall: customerservice@landgate. wa. gov. au

landgate. wa. gc)v. all
linage on cover for illustrative purposes only



Treasurer;

Our Ref: 69-08378

Hon Ben Wyatt MLA
in 1ster for Finance; Energy; Aboriginal Affairs

I:^

Hon Matthew Swinbourn MLC

Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs
18-32 Parliament Place
WEST PERTH WA 6005

Dear Mr

P

I refer to your letter of 10 May 2018 seeking a response to the letter and petition
tabled by Hon Colin Holt MLC in the Legislative Councilon 13 April20,8, as well as
the submission from Mr Terry Ealing.

Western Power is obliged under the Energy Operators (Powers) Act I 979 (the Act)
to acquire land or an interest in land, typically an easement, whenever it is operating
network infrastructure at or above 200kV.

10N N0 47 - ToRRENS TITLE SYSTEM

riboum I^,^

For all other network infrastructure operating below 200kV, Western Power is riot
obliged to acquire land or an interest in land, however they may choose to for
operational reasons.

Western Power relies upon its rights under the Act to enter onto property to complete
any of its required activities for all network infrastructure. These activities may include
pre-construction surveys, construction, inspection, maintenance, or
decommissioning of network infrastructure.

It is my understanding that the system Mr Ealing is suggesting would entail multiple
individual interests, most likely easements, on a property, one for each service or
utility, Significant resources would be expended to register each of these interests
on the relevant certificates of title. Every property in Western Australia connected to
the Western Power network would require such an interest in the event of proceeding
with the changes Mr Ealing has suggested.

In the event that Western Power does obtain an interest in land, Western Power pays
the landowner compensation for that interest. If an interest is required to be obtained
for every property in Western Australia then such compensation will be considerable.
This will add even further costs to the provision of essential services which benefit
the whole West Australian community.

Level 11, Dumas House, 2 Havelock Street, West Perth, Western Australia 6005
Telephone: +6,865525900 Facsimile: +61865525901 Email: Minister. Wyatt@dpc. wa. gov. au



In addition to obtaining these interests they will need to be managed on an ongoing
basis. Interests may need to be amended every time infrastructure is relocated or
replaced in a slightly different alignment.

Depending on the design and scope of such a system, I believe that it could be a
major impost on certain agencies and Government Trading Enterprises, possibly
having a significant impact on budgets that would ultimately rest with Western
Australian tax payers. I would encourage full consideration of the risks as well as the
benefits by the Committee in exploring this matter.

Finally. I understand it is common practice throughout Australia for utilities that
provide essential services to the community to have statutory land access powers
similar to those in Western Australia.

Thank you for allowing me to address this matter for you. I hope this information is
useful.

Yours sincerely

B

R FOR ENER YMl

26 IUN 11/8
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IMPLIED EASEMENTS AND THE INTEGRITY OF THE ToRRENs

SYSTEM

Introduction

Implied easements were mittially created and then developed in eras when a Torrens
or title-by-registration system did not operate. Like all traditional easements, implied
easements were legal proprietary interests in favour of the dominant land which
bound the successors in title of the servient land. ' Implied easements worked
particularly well to accommodate the presumed intentions of parties, fill contractual
gaps and provide a means of access to landlocked land. However, they operated and
still operate outside title-by-registration.

This paper will consider: whether implied easements (albeit modified) continue to
have a role in Australia's Torrens 'systems' or whether they simply impair the
integrity of the register. To date, there have been three problems, which combined,
have precluded an easy answer. First, there are a number of implied easements
responding to a variety of situations. Second, the early framers of the various Torrens
systems did not directly address problems which the ongoing recognition of implied
easements could create. Third, Australian land law is neither controlled by one
government, nor uniform in content, While an advantage is that such variation
allows for diverse and creative responses, the disadvantage can be that there are no
consistent or serious attempts to find the best response to a complex issue. States may
be inclined to retain a preferred method demonstrating legislative autonomy, even in
the face of ongoing difficulties.

This paper is divided into four parts. in Part 2, there is a brief description of the
general law of implied easements and how it operates outside the Torrens system. in
Part 3, the paper will consider how implied easements were received during the early
implementation and operation of the Torrens system in Australia, In Part 4, the paper
explores the different present approaches to implied easements in Australia. Finally,
in Part 5 it is contended that there can be a difference between the integrity of the
register and the integrity of the 'system'. The version of integrity which is chosen will
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determine whether implied easements will survive with or within the Torrens
system. It is necessary to review the purpose and utility of implied easements and
where appropriate, integrate them within title-by-registration.

11 Implied Easements: A Brief Overview

A History grid Early Policy Buses

By the 16th century two forms of implied easements had been recognized in England:
easements of necessity and continuous and apparent easements. 2

The rationales for easements of necessity were: either they were common or natural
rights which did not cease upon unity of ownership, but revived if two parties
owned each of the two tenements;3 or the public policy of annexing secondary rights
to ensure that the land could be enjoyed. 4

The rationale for continuous and apparent easements became clear in the 19.11
century. It was held that a person should not be able to derogate from his grant. 5
Implying easements to support the actual or presumed intention of the contracting
parties was not considered by judges as overstepping their authority. 6

B Forms of Impli^d Easements

For the purposes of this paper, there are broadly three forms of implied easements
presently existing in Australia, 7

I Implied Easements Supplementing " Format Grunt of Land

Several forms of implied easement supplement the terms of a formal grant of land
where one or more of the parties have either not expressly considered the need for an
easement or have assumed that it existed. Easements have been: inferred from the

' W S Holdsworth, A Histo, y of Errg!,^11 Lm0 (1937) v017,334335. Note also Adrian I
Bradbrook and Marcia A Neave, Easements and Restrictioe Cow"ants in Austintin (2"d ed,
Butterworths, 2000) para 14.251

3 Ibid, 337.

4 Ibid, 337-338.

5 Tellint a, Goldt, ,in (1705) 2 Ld Raym 1093; 92 ER 222 (Holt CD; SIIffie!d t, Brown (1864) 4 De Gj
and S 185; 46 ER 888 (Lord Westbury); Wheeldon o Burrocos (1879) 12 Ch D 31,

6 Eg pro^Cch Comely Co Ltd I, Woodm@n [19/5] 634,646-647.
' For helpful discussions see Peter Butt, Land Law (5th ed, 2006) paras [1635]-11662]; Adrian I

Bradbrook, Susan V MacCallum and Arithony P Moore, Australian Real Property Law (4th ed,
Lawbook Co, 2007) paras [18,195]-118,230]; Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, ch 4.



terms of the conveyance or lease;8 implied from the description of the land, so that
the land adjoined a road owned by the grantor was subject to a right of way in favour
of the grantee;' implied when a particular use of the land was intended by the
parties, but not specifically stated (or reserved) in the grant;10 and implied under the
doctrine of non-derogation of the grant (such as in the rule in Wheeld0, , 11 Burrozt, SII in
which a grantee acqttires all the quasi-easements (continuous and apparent) which
were reasonably necessary and existed at the time of the severance. ) 12

2 Easements of Necessity

Easements of necessity13 are implied when the owner of the land disposes of land and
retains land which is landlocked. Such easements arise under strict conditions: where

there has been a severance14 and the easement is absolutely necessary for practical
access. 15 Such an easement arises from the actual or implied intention of the parties. 16

3 Words Implied in Conz, cyance

At common law, it was possible to indude 'general words' which expressly conveyed
easements. This approach was enshrined in statute, 17 having the potential to convert
privileges or rights in respect to land (which were not easements prior to the

, Nickerso" a Barrnc!ough [1981] Ch 426; Butt, above n7, para [1644].
, See for example Roberts " Kgrr (1809) I Taunt 495; 127 ER 926; Jonathan Gaulit QC and Paul

Morgan QC, Gate of Easements (17th, Sweet & Maxwe11,2002) paras 3-20-3-25; Butt, above n
7, para 116451; Bradbrook, MacCallum and Moore, above n 7, pares [18,225]; Bradbrook and
Neave, above n 2, pares [4.41]-t4,461.

in See for example Pullbnch Confery Co a Wood, non 1/9/51 AC 634,646 (Lord Parker); Gaunt
QC and QC, above n 9, paras 3-26-3-30; Butt, above n 7, para [1646-[11647]; Bradbrook,
MacCallum and Moore, above n 7, paras [18,205]; Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, paras
t4,181-t4,221.

,, (1879) 12 Ch D 31; Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, pares [4,371-[4.40].
12 Butt, above n 7, paras [1652]-[1661]; Bradbrook, MacCallum and Moore, above n 7, paras

[18,210]-118,215]; Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, paras 14,241-[4.30],
, Butt, above n 7, para [1648]-[1651]; Bradbrook, MacCal!urn and Moore, above n 7, paras

118,2001; Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, paras 14.91-14,161.
re Corporation of London a Rigss (1880) 12 Ch D 798; Nitkerso" o Barrnc!ough 119811 Ch 426; Butt,

above n 7, para [1648].
,5 Union L, ^hternge Co o London Grooms Dock Co 119021 201 557; Bolto" a Clutter. buck 119551

SASR 253; North Sydney Printing Ltd a Sthemo musstment Co Ay Ltd 1197/12 NSWLR 150;
Butt, above n 7, [1650].

16 North Sydney Printing Ltd u Sademo linesment Co Pty Ltd [1971] 2 NSWLR 150; Nickerso, ? z,
Bermclo"gh '98/1 Ch 426; Butt, above n 7, para 1165/1.

17 Eg Cont, cyancing Act 1919 (NSW) s 67; Bradbrook, MacCallum and Moore, above n 7, paras
118,2201; Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, paras 14.311-14.351,



conveyance) into easements. 18 Some states enacted legislation which excluded such
rights in the Torrens system, 19 but then enacted a version of it in the Torrens
legislation. 20 Some commentators have argued that such provisions in Torrens
legislation ought to be restrictiveIy construed. 21

C Comment

implied easements were developed in eras when there was neither a re 'stration-of-
title-system nor a title-by-registration system; and land ownership was the domain of
a sodal and economic elite. Land dealings were decentralized. Coin Iex webs of
single transactions were connected to each other by a process of review and
interdependence. In this way, rights were established, preserved and transferred to
Successors in title. 22

However, even carefully researched and negotiated transactions could contain flaws.
One potential impediment was that the parties did not fully record their bar am or
how the land would be utilized. Accordingly, like implied tenns in a contract,
implied easements gave effect to and ensured the smooth operation of the
transaction. 23 Implied easements correlated with and gave legal recognition to
assumptions or intentions about access or use. They also arose at the time of or after
the transaction had been completed; and in response to omissions or errors in
negotiations and/or documentation. Therefore, in a sense they were both proprietary
and remedial, They resolved tensions about access or use by the jin OSItion of a
proprietary interest over the servient land in favour of the dominant land.

Such easements were not expressly stated. Instead, they stood behind the
documentation, sometimes hinted in the description of the land, the ternis of the
conveyance or the intended use. 24 Nevertheless, they were essential riot only to the
efficient functioning of single transactions, but also for the ongoing use of the land
well into the future and the integrity of the system of conveyancing as a whole.

w Butt, above n 7, pares [1635]-t1639j,
" Eg Conoey", Icing Act 19/9 (NSW) s 67(5).
an Eg Rent Property Act 1900 (NSW) s 51.
an Butt, above n 7, para 1164/1,
22 A1airi Pottage, 'Evidencing Ownership' in Susan Bright and John Dewar (eds), Lcnd LAW:

Themes and Perspectioes (1998) 129,136-142.
23 Bolton o Clutterbuck t19551 SASR 253
2, Eg Rj Fad"yso" Ltd a Smith a COMp@ny Ltd t1936j SASR 209.



111 Implied Easements and the Torrens System

A Early Torte, Is Title-By-Registration rindlmplied Easements

A title-by-registration system has operated in Australia for 150 years, 251t has become
so much part of the fabric of our legal system, that there is a danger that the reasons
for implementing it can be forgotten.

For Sir Robert Torrens, the old (or common law) system was riddled with a number
of flaws including complexity, 11nreliability and he ary legal costs. 26 Parties were
faced with the dependency of title which could lead to uncertainty and financial loss
so that the services of a skilled conveyancer were necessary. 27 Torrens instigated a
title-by-registration system which relied on the centrality of the register as the
guarantee of independent title, promising simplicity and certainty*28

However, in regard to implied easements, four observations need to be made.

First, Torrens initiated a monumental shift in the administration of land transactions.

His publications were aimed at convincing the public that title-by-registration was an
inherently better system than the system in place at the time. Torrens faced stiff
opposition. 29 Collateral or detailed issues, such as the role of implied easements, were
not central to his proselytizing mission.

Second, to the extent that Torrens was interested in pre-existing modes for dealing
with land, he was primarily concerned with purchases, leases and mortgages and
how title-by-registration would improve their effidency. 30 Implied easements were
not discussed (although they were interests which could arise as a result of such
transactions).

Third, while implied easements had long existed, some easements, such as Wheeldoti
o Burrot, ,s easements had still to be given formal legal endorsement. 31 Therefore, there
was an overlap between the implementation of the Tortens system and the
maturation of implied easements.

25 The first legislation, the Rent Property Act 1858 (SA) began operation on I Iuly 1858.
26 Robert R Torrens, The South Austin1,17/1 System of Conocynncing by Registration of Title (1859)

8. See generally, Butt, above n 7, paras [2001]-[2003].
27 Ibid, 8.9.
28 Ibid, 9.11,

^9 Ibid, 5-6; Butt, above n 7, para [2004].
30 Ibid, ch 8.

an Significantly Wheeldon o Burrorus (1879) 12 Ch D 31 was not decided until almost two
decades after the implementation of the Torrens System in South Australia.



Fourth, implied easements performed a fadlitative function in the old system, They
fulfilled intentions and unstated assumptions; and provided much needed access. It
could not be said that implied easements had caused complexity or unreliability
Instead, it was strongly arguable that they successfully resolved problems. Therefore,
they did not surface as major impediments to title-by-registration (although they
arose outside the system).

Nevertheless, when drafting legislation for a title-by-registration system, it was
necessary for Torrens to consider the place of easements. The earlier legislation
allowed the express creation and registration of easements. 32 It also recognized
easements as exceptions to indefeasibility. The early South Australian legislation
stated several exceptions including:

,.. the omission or misdescription of any right of way or other easement,
created in, or existing upon, any land, under the operation of this Act, . .33

This exception was wide enough to cover implied easements because the exception
did not describe how the easement existed or was created. Other Australian states

implemented similar exceptions. 3' In hindsight, the exception to indefeasibility was a
helpful 'stop-gap' because much land was still to be transferred to the Torrens
system; and a thorough investigation of the viabinty of implied easements was yet to
be made. 35

' Rent Property Act 1858 (SA) s 45.
^3 Rent Property Act 1858 (SA) s 39
" Eg Real Property Act 1862 (NSW) s 40.

However, it ought not to be assumed that easements were uniformly considered necessary
exceptions to indefeasibility in alljurisdictions contemplating title-by-registration. For
example, several states in the United States contemplated implementing a title-by-
registration system. For the purposes of this discussion, four matters stand out. First, the
Torrens system of registration was the inspiration for these early systems. Second, it is clear
that the advocates of title-by-registration did not spend much time (if any) considering the
position of implied easements in the system, Third, the way that non^xpress easements
were treated differed widely. One draft omitted easements as exceptions to indefeasibility
altogether: Drqft American Uniform Dind Registr@flopi Act, presented to the 241h Annual
Cornererrce of Commissioners on Unoform State Laws, Washington DC October 14-19,19/4, SII;
others recognized any subsisting right of way or easement created within one year of the
imtial issue of the certificate of title: Land Title Law , s 34(3) in Wild's Annotation of the
Torte, ,s Land Title Law of C@Iyor"in (1915); and yet others recognized any subsisting right of
way or other easement, however created, upon, over or in respect of the land: The Illinois
Toyre, is Law 1897, s 40(3) in Winiam C Black, The Toyre, Is System: Its Cost @"d Complexity
(1903) 175-176. Fourth, the disparities indicated that not only were easements a minor

35



B Early Case Law

I The High Court

The High Court did not necessarily consider that the Torrens system, as implemented
in Australia, expunged or limited the operation of non"express and non-registered
easements. For example, Griffith Cj who delivered judgment for the Court in
Delohery a Permanent Trustee of New South Wales 36 observed in regard to prescriptive
easements that indefeasibility provisions:

, ., expressly mention easements, and provide that as to them the register is not
condusive evidence of title. This is a plain recognition of the existence of a law
under which interests can be created otherwise than by written instruments,
since there could have been no difficulty in providing for the registration of
grants for the creation of easements if it had been desired to do so. 37

However, in contrast in Nelson o Walker 38 Griffiths Cj stated in regard to the
legislation governing the Torrens system in Victoria that:

... it must not be supposed that I assume that the doctrine of implied grant is at
all applicable to land under the Act. 39

DCbbs 37 Seaman ('DCbbs')40 raised the question of implied easements. Seaman had
subdivided land and sold a block to Smith. In the transfer and certificate of title

issued to Smith, the land was described by reference to the plan of subdivision
showing a 20 foot strip with the words '20 foot lane. ' Smith died and the land was
sold by his executor to Dabbs. Seaman argued that he was entitled to have the words
'20 foot lane' removed from his certificate of title, claiming that Dabbs was not
entitled to a right of way. Dabbs argued that the principles of estoppel in pais and
estoppel by deed applied in her favour; and that an implied right of way should be
recognized over the lane described in the certificate of title.

At first instance41 Maughan A1 held that there was no evidence that Dabbs was
induced to purchase the land on the basis of the existence of a right of way*42 He also

collateral issue, but that opinions were divided as to the extent to which a stre
system was needed or achievable.

36 1904) I CLR 283,
3, (1904) I CLR 283,312.
38 (1910) 10 CLR 560.
39 Ibid, 573

co (1925) 36 CLR 538.
in Seaman o Dabbs (1924) 24 SR (NSW) 481.
42 Ibid, 490-493.



held that although the certificate of title was evidence of the proprietorship of the
land, other particulars were merely incondusive evidence. 43 Although the law of
implied easements by description was raised briefly by counsel, 44 it appears that it
was not explored. Neither the surrounding drcumstances nor the material on the
register were bases for an implied easement.

On appeal, a majority of the High Court held in favour of Dabbs. Isaacs I held that it
was incongruous to amend Seaman's certificate of title, but not Dabbs' certificate of
title. 45 He also considered, outlining earlier case law about easements implied by
description, 46 that a right of way over the lane was an inherent characteristic of her
land. 47 However, other principles itLfluenced his decision, particularly estoppel. 48

Starke I pointed out that easements which were implied by description were justified
by the principle of non-derogation from grant or estoppel. 49 He held that previous
authorities had permitted implied easements to exist within the Torrens systemsO and
that it was impossible to depart from them. Moreover, these principles applied to a
transfer by Smith's administrator to DabbsF'

In dissent, Higgins I held that no easement existed because it had riot been created in
a way envisaged under the relevant Act;52 the administrator of Smith's estate had not
trarLsferred an easement to Dabbs;53 the words on the certificate of title would not

have created an easement under the general law; 54and Dabbs had always known that
the lane would not be a means of access. 55

The outcome of the case was disappointing, not only for Seaman, but for subsequent
generations of land lawyers. Viewed as an idiosyncratic case which ought to be

43 Ibid, 493494.

44 Ibid, 486-487.
45 (1925) 36 CLR 538,545,
46 Ibid, 536-548.

47 Ibid, 546.

48 Ibid, 548-552.

49 Ibid, 573
50 Ibid

51 Ibid, 575.

52 Ibid, 568-560

53 Ibid, 560-561.

54 Ibid, 561-564,

55 Ibid, 566-568



confued to its own special facts, 56 this High Court dedsion has not helpfulIy directed
lower courts57 and has been possibly overtaken by legislation in one state, 58

The judges who considered the matter were in sharp division, Or, the one hand,
Isaacs I and Starke I acknowledged the principles governing easements implied by
description, determining that there was sufficient description on the certificate of title
to warrant a right of way. 59 However, neither Maughan IA nor Higgins I took this
approach. For Maughan IA, the certificate of title was only conclusive of
proprietorship, while for Higgins I an easement had not been appropriateIy created.

Moreover, it cannot be said that the dedsion was determinative on easements

implied by description, Both Isaacs I and Starke I considered the doctrine of estoppel
highly influential, while Maughan IA and Higgins I made their decisions on other
bases.

Finally, the judges did not squarely tackle two issues: whether an easement by
description ought to operate in a title-by-registration system and whether such an
easement validly constituted an exception to indefeasibility. Perhaps it was not
necessary to do so because the Courts considered material available from the register
and certificate of title, so that it was arguable that the various decisions were reliant
on an examination of central elements of the Torrens system. At best the decisions of

^, lobso" o Nonkerz, is (1943) 44 SR (NSW) 277; Lainos Ply Ltd a Hutchis0" (1984) NSW ConvR
55-183.

57 According to one commentator, the majority of the High Court did not appear to treat the
implied easement as omitted, but rather an inherent entitlement or characteristic of the
dominant land: Butt, above n 7, para 120931. Another has argued that no easement was
created by estoppel: John Baalman, 'Easement by Estoppel' (1958) 31 ALi 800. Bradbrook
and Neave have suggested that basically a description of Torrens title land as abutting on a
thoroughfare, creates a right of way, However, the precise basis for the decision is unclear;
Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, paras 14,451. See also Steue"s a Alton (1955) 58 WALR I,
17.

'" Tm"^er of L@"d Act 1958 (Vic) s % (2); Bredbrook and Neave, chore n 2, pyros t4,461.
59 Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that the authority which Starke I relied on ought

not to be considered a clear statement in favour of easements implied by description as
exceptions to indefeasibility. In Little t, Dordier (1891) 12 NSWLR (Eq) 319 the trustees of a
will sought a declaration that they were entitled to a right of way over land. The main issue
was determined by reference to the law of estoppel rather than principles governing
implied easements. Moreover, the land over which the alleged right of way existed was
never brought under the Torrens system and the Court held that the plaintiffs were seeking
an equitable right (not a claim to a legal estate or interest in it). Even if the trustees were
seeking an estate or interest, the registration of the will under the then Torrens legislation
was considered suffident,



Isaacs and Starke 11 gave meaning to the material, confirrntng the centrality of the
register. At worst, Isaacs and Starke 11 were open to the criticism that they provided
an impredse analysis about whether implied easements were exceptions to
indefeasibility. At the time, the indefeasibility provisions in NSW allowed omitted
and misdescribed easements to constitute exceptions to indefeasibility. 60 It would
have been helpful if not only Isaacs and Starke 11, but all of the judges involved had
considered the nature and effect of these provisions.

2 State Courts

Some early decisions of state courts considered whether an implied easement had
been created over Torrens title land; 6' and some addressed the role of implied
easements in the Torrens system. However, there was no single sustained approach,
but several strands became evident.

First, there were several cases where the courts assumed that implied easements
could be integrated into the Torrens system without underintr, rig the integrity of the
register. Therefore, applying Wingeld0?I 17 Burrot!)s, a party was not permitted to
derogate from the terms of the grant;62 and a bona tide purchaser for value of a
servient tenement remained subject to a pre-existing easement of necessity. 63/11 Pryce
grid Irui"g 11 MCGt, trilless ('Pryce'), Hanger I stated:

Easements of necessity have been for a long time registered interests in land
77/2 Rent Property Acts reveal no intention to interfere with the existence or
creation of such rights, They have been described as conveyandng Acts, That
such rights should not continue to exist and be valid and effective does not
appear anywhere to have been in the mind of the legislature. 64

Therefore, it is arguable that these decisions were consistent with Dabbs, in the sense
that if the implied easement constituted a right inherent in the land it could validly
stand and operate outside the register.

Second, some courts recognized the existence of implied easements, but refused to
allow them to exist when the new registered proprietor was a bona fide purchaser of
the legal estate. This was due to the fact that legislation specifically protected such
purchasers. 651n Billet 27 The Commontt, e@Ith Bank of AUStt@Insta Ltd66 the Court held that

60 Rent Property Act 1900 (NSW) s 42 (b).
Bonlter a IOChheim [1921] QSR 105,

' Taylor I, Brott, "ing (1885) 11 VL, R 158; Stepens a, Align (1955) 58 WALR I, 16-19,
co Pryce gad Irui"g t, MCG!, mess t1966j Qd R 591.
64 Ibid, 606-607. He also added that easements arising by implication of law remained

effective and valid, even though he did not classify them as omitted easements: at 607
" Re@I Property Act 1886 (SA) s 71.

61



an implied easement prevails both under old system and the Torrens system
(notwithstanding its omission from the certificate of title of the servient tenement. )
However, due to specific legislative protections it could not prevail against the
plaintiff. 67 Therefore, the major difference between the first and second responses was
the existence of legislation protecting bona fide purchasers. Both positions still
contained the same 'default' assumption, namely that implied easements could
operate without underintrLing the integrity of the register.

The tinrd position was different. It was created by the ambivalent attitude of NSW
courts to implied easements 68 and a strict interpretation of the indefeasibility
provisions which, in turn, changed the 'default' position. In lobson o Nankeruis
('lobs0, I'), 69a decision after Dabbs, the plaintiff argued, inter ana, that he was entitled
to an implied easement based on an earlier plan and previously issued certificates of
title. However, there was no reference to the right of way on the certificate of title
issued to the plaintiff. The Court's decision on two matters ensured that it could not
be assumed that implied easements existed urnmpeded in NSW.

One was that unlike the Court in Pryce, the Court considered that such easements
had to be evaluated wit}, in the confines of the Torrens legislation, particularly the
indefeasibility exception for omitted and misdescribed easements, 70 Therefore, the
Court had to decide whether an alleged easement which had been recognized in the
general law of implied existed in the Torrens system because it was not registered.
The Court held that omitted easements were limited to those which existed before the

land was brought on to the register. Therefore, although an implied easement could
have otherwise existed, it could not constitute a valid exception to indefeasibility if it
did not exist before the land was brought onto the register. 71 Although it was
subsequently decided that omitted easements did include those easements which
were expressly created and registered but subsequently omitted for whatever
reason, 72 implied easements which were not created by registration, had to satisfy the
legislative criteria. The 'default' position had dramatically changed. The assumption
was that implied easements were inherently dangerous because they arose outside
the registration process, They were not recognized, unless they fell within the narrow

co 119061 SASR 193
67 Ibid, 206.

68 Seaman a D@bbs (1924) 24 SR (NSW) 481,
co (1943) 44 ER (NSW) 277.
an Rent Property Act 1900 (NSW) s 42(b)
" (1943) 44 ER (NSW) 277,279-280.
it Dohbie I, Danids0, I (1991) 23 NSWLR 625.



exceptions to indefeasibility, in particular, it was not automatically assumed that they
constituted 'omitted' easements.

The other was that the Court confined Dabbs to its own facts and curbed its

potentiality, rioting that it is limited to easements which arise by implication from the
description on the certificate of title or on the basis of estoppel. 73 Neither the view of
Isaacs I that the easement was inherent in the land nor the assumption of Starke I that
the principles of the general law applied swayed it. 74 Having emasculated the
potentiality of Dabbs, 75 implied easements increasingly became subject to a literal
reading of the exceptions to indefeasibility in the quest to protect the integrity of the
register.

Although the decision in lobso?I strictly applied to NSW only, the approach was
highly influential because throughout Australia, to the extent that implied easements
are protected, it is more likely that they will prevail as exceptions to indefeasibility
rather titan as inherent and durable rights in the putative dominant tenement.

C Comment

Overall, the early treatrnent of implied easements was unhelpful. The decision in
DRbbs could be interpreted in a variety of ways and did not provide solid guidance, It
was the product of a fluid situation in which courts were still grappling with the
effects of title-by-registration on well-established norms of property law.

The three strands of state authority outlined above differed in approach and
outcome. Nevertheless, there was one important common thread. While each court
referred back to the relevant legislation, the most important questions were not
asked: do implied easements automatically and necessarily undermine the register:
and even if they do affect the integrity of the register, do they still have an inherently
important role to play in title-by-registration?

73 (1943) 44 SR (NSW) 277,280.
74 Ibid.

rs Cf Stez, ans I, Aim" (1955) 58 WALR I, 17-18 where Wolff I held that lobso" was about a
defective grant of an easement.



IV Implied Easements: The Present Situation

A Implied ERsements rind the To77ens System

Australia has not developed a uniform approach to implied easements in the Torrens
system. 76 There are several reasons. One is that there was never any clear guide for
dealing with implied easements in Torrens' blueprint or in subsequent court
decisions. Another is that state legislatures and judidary have interpreted the idea of
the integrity of the Torrens system and the register differently.

I Easements Arising by Implication us a Specific Exception to 171dqfensibi!ity

Tasmania is the only state which expressly protects 'easements arising by
implication' as exceptions to tradefeasibility, on condition that the easement would
have constituted a legal easement if it had not arisen over land regulated by the
Torrens system. 77 However easements implied by general words are expressly
excluded. 78 Unfortunately, easements arising by implication are not defined in the
legislation (except to the extent of exclusion) or in subsequent cases. 79 Traditionally,
easements are legal in character, binding successors in title of the servient land80 so
it's ought not to preclude implied easements constituting exceptions to
indefeasibility. However, even if the easement were regarded as equitable, the
legislation provides that it is an exception to indefeasibility except against a bona fide
purchaser for value without notice of the easement who has lodged a transfer for
registration, 81 Presumably, equitable easements in most cases would be those which
have been created by agreement between the parties in registrable forrn, but which
have not proceeded to registration.

2 Easements us General Exceptions to hidefe"sthility

11'1 Victoria and WA, the legislation allows unregistered easements to constitute
exceptions to indefeasibility.

76 Bradbrook, MacCallum and Moore, above n 7, para [18,285]; Bradbrook and Neave, above
n 2, pares 111,121-t11,471.

" Land inks Act 1980 (Tas) s 40(3)(e)(i); Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, pares t11,441.
re Conz, cyan, ing gad L@co of Property Act 1884 (Tan) ^ 91 and Fou, ft, Sch^dule.
7' However, this provision did not include easements which were granted before the setvient

land was brought onto the register: PRrmmore o Dugg"?I (1995) 183 CLR 633. Therefore, it
was necessary to create a specific exception for this situation: Ln"d Titles Act 1980 (Tas) s
40(3)(e)(ia).

80 Eg Bum, above n I, 569.
81 L@"d Titles Act 1980 (Tas) s 40(3)(e) (ii).



Land in the Victorian Torrens system is subject to 'any easements however acquired
subsisting over or upon or affecting the land even thought they are not specifically
notified on the register. '821n WA, land remains subject to 'any easements. .. subsisting
over or upon or affecting the land, '83

It appears that the current legislation in both states is sufficiently wide to encompass
implied easements, even if the easement arose after the land was brought into the
Torrens system, 8' The ACT legislation may also be wide enough to permit implied
easements. 85

3 Abolition or an In personam Exception ?

to) NSW""

In NSW, interests which could be created outside the Torrens registration process
have been viewed with increasing suspicion. 87 Although the first Torrens legislation
permitted implied easements as exceptions to indefeasibility, subsequent
amendments have restricted their scope to do so. '' The effect of the current provision

82 Tm"$1er of Land Act 1958 (Vic), s 42(2)(d); Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, paras [11.30];
t11,341

83 Tram^Ier of Land Act 1893 (WA) a 68; Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, pares t11,391.
co This is the approach in Nelson o Hughes [1947] VLR 227.1t is important to emphasize that

some of the early cases in which implied easements survived the Torrens system were
decided in these states: T"y!or a Browning (1885) n VLR 158; Sharens t, Aimn (1955) 58
WALR I. However, it is interesting to note previous interpretations of the section. in Fox
Annotated Tm"^187 of Land Act (2"' ed, 1989) 11 Hockley acknowledged the breadth of the
Victorian provision, but then appeared (at 46) to Interpolate NSW decisions into his
commentary. This does not appear to make sense as the Victorian exception to
tildefeasibility has been broader than various NSW versions for some time

us Section 58(I)(b) of the Land Titles Act 1925 (ACT) includes us exceptions to indefeasibility,
'any right of way or other easement created in or existing upon the same land which is not
described, or is misdescribed in the relative certificate of title. ' The reference to any
easements created in or existing upon the land riot described on the certificate of title
appears sufficiently similar to the Victorian and WA legislation to allow implied easements
as exceptions to indefeasibility,

86 For a helpful discussion of some of the cases see: Manon MCGuire, 'A New South Wales
perspective on implied and prescriptive easements and the rights in personam exception to
tildefeasibility of title' (2006) 12 Australian Property Lain 10,171in1228.

87 It is interesting to compare and contrast the evaluation of implied easements in IC
Beckingham and Lewis A Harris, The Rent Property Act NSW ms amended to the end of 1928)
(Sydney, 1929) 96-97; and RA Woodman and PI Crimes, Baaim"": The Toyre"s System in New
South W@!es (2", ed, 1974) 186.

co Rent Property Act 1900 (NSW) s 42(I)(al).



is that implied easements which arose before the land was brought onto the register
will remain valid exceptions to indefeasibility because they constitute omitted
easements. 89

However, it reinairis unclear whether implied easements under the general law
which alleged Iy arose while the land was under the Torrens system fall witltin the
exception. Several factors would tend to suggest that they do not, The legislation
requires that the omitted or misdescribed easements were originally registered, but
later omitted, whereas implied easements arise off-the-register. The Court of Appeal
has held that prescriptive easements, which also arise off-the-register, are riot valid
omitted easements. 90 There have also been several first instance decisions where

courts have held that implied easements do not constitute exceptions to
indefeasibility, 91 because such easements undermined the accuracy of the register and
protections afforded to the purchaser. 92

However, there are several trends in the case law which suggest that implied
easements may still exist over Torrens land. First, there is a general objter dictum that
rights which could arise under the general law were not simply ousted by the
implementation of the Torrens system. 93 Second, it is arguable that s 51 of the Rent
Property Act 1900 (NSW) passes to a transferee all existing easements, whether or not
the easements are spedfically referred to in the transfer, 94 so long as the easement
exists. 95 Third, the Court of Appeal in Wilcox a Rich@rds0?196 appeared to accept that
implied easements could arise over Torrens title land. In that case, the Court held
that on an assignment of a sub-lease, a Wheeld0?I 17 Burrot, ,s easement applied to
enable the use of the sub-leased premises. The Court did not consider the effect that

co Awerb"ch I, Beck (1986) 6 NSWLR 454; Dobbie a Damidson (1991) 23 NSWLR 625.
co Williams I, State Transit Authority QINet, ^ Soulh Wales (2004) 60 NSWLR 286,300 (Mason P).

See also Butt, above n 7, para 120881.
in Torrent u Zn"dstra (1973) I BPR 9381; Parish " Keny (1980) I BPR 9394; Tornsi I, Mas@,"e Pty

Ltd 119841 I NSWLR 14; Kebet!,"r Pty Ltd I, Hnrkin (1987) 9 NSWLR 738; Goft, A1b"ry Soldier,
Sadors 6' Airmen's Club Ltd (1995) 6 BPR14,029.

92 MCA Camilleri Building & Constructions Ply Ltd I, HR Waders Pty Ltd (1981) 2 BPR 9277. Note
also in regard to prescriptive easements: Dewhirst o Edu, ards [1983] I NSWLR 34;

,3 Hemmes Hermit"ge Ply Ltd I, Abd"7th man (1991) 22 NSWLR 343,345 (Kirby P); 354-356
(PriestIey I). However, it must be emphasized that the right in question was an implied
right to enter premises to repair a right of way which was registered under the Torrens
system.

" Vaneris I, Kernelzy (1977) I BPR 9655; Dres"er a Scid@ (2003) 12 BPR 22,
95 However, it has been pointed out that a literal application of s 51 could undermine the

integrity of the Torrens system: Butt, above n 7, para t1641j,
% (1997) 43 NSWLR 4.



such an implied easement would have upon the registered lease, possibly because
the sub-lease would have been relatively short-lived. It has been suggested that this
case was an example of the operation of the in personam exception. 97

Fourth, some NSW decisions have preserved implied easements as equitable in
personam interests. The High Court recognized very early that equitable interests had
an important role to play in the Torrens system. 98 Thereafter, rights in personam or the
personal equities 'exception' to indefeasibility permitted claims against the registered
proprietor arising out of that proprietor's conduct. 99 As implied easements are not
registered express grants, some courts have decided that they are mere equitable
interests which are enforceable only against the original parties whose conduct
would have created implied easements under traditional principles. 100 However,
there are several difficulties with the analysis. One is that traditionally, implied
easements have created legal rights enforceable against successors in title, rather than
equitable interests enforceable against the original servient owners. Indeed, the right
to enforce easements against successive owners of servient tenements has been one of
their most useful features from a legal perspective. Another is that the in personam
exception often applies when the registered proprietor has acted uriconscionably,
creating a legal or equitable cause of action. Sometimes it is arguable that implied
easements are justified on conscience, for example that a person ought not be able to
derogate from his grant or that the easement conforms to the parties' actual intention.
However, courts have implied easements based on the description of an adjoining
road when such a description was simply an aid to the location or dimension of the
putative donitnant land in pre-Torrens eras. The point is that there has been a too
easy elision from the law of implied easements to equitable in personam rights.

Nevertheless, in a recent decision, the Court of Appeal re-affirmed that unregistered
implied easements were equitable easements which were enforceable only against
the original servient owner. '0' The Court also acknowledged that there was merit in
the argument that implied easements, like prescriptive easements, ought no longer be
afforded even limited protection as ill person@in rights. However, as no implied

'' Ianice Gray, Brendan Edgeworth, Neil Foster and Scott CTattan, Property Lnz, I in New South
W@Ies (2007) para [12.50]-t12,511.
Batry a Heichr (1914) 19 CLR 197.

" Frozer a Walker 119671 I AC 569; Breskz, at a Wall (1971) 126 CLR 376.
un Austinlinn Hi-H Publ, tofu"s Pty Lid o Gad [1979] 2 NSWLR 618; tonos Pty Lld o Hutch^on

(1984) NSW ConvR 55-183; Keberu"r Pty Ltd a Haykirr (1987) 9 NSWLR 738; of Stet, errs Align
(1955) 58 WALR I; Pryce and Iruing I, MCG, ,mess [1966] Qd R 591; Rock a Torteschiit0 [1983]
Qd R 356; Hutchinso" I, Lemon [1983] Qd R 369.

un MCGrnth a, CPMpbe!I (2006) 68 NSWLR 229,252-253 CIObias IA),
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easement had arisen, it was unnecessary to determine the matter, 1021viteresthigly, the
Court did not provide even an objter dictum signpost as to how it would deal with
implied easements as in person@in interests in the future. 103 Whether the Court of
Appeal's decision not to automatically apply its approach to prescriptive easements
to implied easements represents a significant 'sea change' remains unclear.

(b) Queensland

The Queensland legislation 104 is broadly sinitlar to that in NSW. Omitted and
misdescribed easements will be exceptions to indefeasibility when: they existed
before the burdened lot was first registered but were never recorded; 105 or were
registered but the register no longer contains the particulars. 106 However, unlike
NSW, an easement constituting an exception to indefeasibility may arise when the
instrument providing for it was lodged for registration, but was never registered. jin

A1tt, ougl'I implied easements were recognized under earlier legislation, '08 the present
legislation does not spedfically protect them as exceptions to indefeasibility.
Commentators suggest that implied easements will probably not survive in the
Torrens system or will be at most in personnm rights. 109

(c) South Australia

The South Australian legislation allows omitted and misdescribed easements to
constitute exceptions to indefeasibility. 110 This is subject to some exceptions including
that registered proprietors are deemed to hold the land subject only to such rights of

'00 Ibid, 251.

100 Ibid, 252-253.

us Land Title Act 1994 (Qld) s 185,
us Land Title Act 1994 (Qld) s 185(3)(a).
us Land Title Act 1994 (Qld) s 185(3)(b). This exception does not apply to easements which

have been extinguished in regard to the lot.
in Land Title Act 1994 (Qld) s 185(3)(c).

us Pryce nadiruing o MCG"mess 119661 Qd R 59n Rock t, Todeschin0 119831 Qd R 356; Hutchso" a
Lemon [1983] Qd R 369.

100 Carmel MacDonald, Les MCCrimmon, fume Wallace, Ivlichael Weir and Sally SheIdon, Reel
Property Law in Queens!"rid (^' ed, Lawbook Co, 2005) paras 115,1491 and 115.2101. Consider
eg Stay a BC tonalds Pty Ltd [1984] 2 Qd R 578.

110 Rent Property Act 1886 (SA) s 69(d), This exception is permitted when the easement has not
been barred or an ofded by the Rights-of-Way Act 1881 (SA) or the Real Property Act 1886
(SA).



way which are stated in the certificate of title. '/1 However, it remains possible that
the in person@in exception applies, 112

(d) The Northern Territory

11'1 the Northern Territory, omitted and misdescribed easements are exceptions to
indefeasibility, 1/3 Omitted easements are those which existed before the land was
brought into the Torrens system or were registered and then later omitted by the
error of the Registrar-General. 1/4 There is no case law on implied easements and the
Torrens system and it is unclear whether they would survive as in personnm rights*

B Suggest Ibns for Reform

Unfortunately, implied easements have not attracted the same degree of interest from
reformers as prescriptive easements. 1/5 Perhaps, they have not been considered as
controversial or it has been automatically assumed that they are antithetical to title-
by-registration.

The latter thinking appears to have influenced the report of the Law Reform
Commission of Victoria. 11' The Commission argued that modem title-by-registration
and land management practices rendered easements created by implied grant and
reservation unnecessary and recommended their abolition. Instead, the Registrar
would have the power to grant an easement which was necessary for the reasonable
enjoyment of the land, subject to the payment of adequate compensation. 1/7 However,
the review was limited because the Commission considered land-locked land only
and assumed that it was appropriate for an administrator to impose easements. The
recommendations lacked the comprehensive review and re~evaluation necessary.

in Rent Property Act 1886 (SA) s 83.
112 It was relied upon to protect a prescriptive easement: Golding 11 Tcliner (1991) SASR 482. See

also Bradbrook, MacCallum and Moore, above n 7, paras t18,285j; Bradbrook and Neave,
above n 2, paras t11,181-t11,231

us Land Title Act 2000 (NT) s 189(I)(c); of Bradbrook and Neave, above n 2, paras 111,181-
111,231.

us Land Title Act 2000 (NT) s 189(3).
1.5 Note Law Reform Committee of South Australia, Prescription and Limitation of Actions,

Report 76 (1987); Law Reform Commission of Tasmania, Report rind Recommendation/by
Reform of Fifteen Coltt, ey@"cmg MRtters, Report N0 36 (1984)

116 Law Reform Commission of Victoria, Ease"rents gild Cooe"""ts, Discussion Paper N0 15
(1989). At the time of writing the antidpated report from the Tasmanian Law Reform
Institute dealing with easements and other analogous rights had not been published

in Ibid, paras t121-1/31.



C Comment

Some states and territories have retained implied easements as exceptions to
indefeasibility of title, implicitly indicating that such easements do not impugn the
integrity of the register.

On the other hand, some state legislatures have limited the kinds of easements which
may constitute exceptions to indefeasibility, In most cases, the status of these
easements is not determined by reference to the general law. Instead, the connection
of the alleged easement to registration will be determinative. For example, a question
may be whether the easement was registered, but later omitted; or whether the
easement was ever lodged for registration. However, even in these jurisdictions,
implied easements not been completely jettisoned. First, Dabbs may have been
confined to its facts, but it has riot been overruled. '18 Second, implied easements may
exist outside the statutory exceptions to indefeasibility provisions as in personam
rights, The question is: why have these complex accommodations of implied
easements occurred?

The answer is that even in those jurisdictions where the integrity of the register
means optimalIy, a flawless accuracy (so that generally, implied easements are not
automatic exceptions to indefeasibility), the utility of implied easements even as in
person@in interests is recognized. This may explain procrastination of the Court of
Appeal in NSW. '19 Although the integrity of the register is of great significance, there
is another integrity at issue - the integrity of the Torrens system as a complete land
dealing system.

As highlighted earlier, it was never the intention of the framers of the Torrens system
to exclude completely doctrines which had been developed in the pre-Torrens era.
Their goal was the incontestable verification of land ownership and the efficacy of
certain common land transactions.

The developments in NSW display the conflict between the two notions of integrity.
If the integrity of the register is central to judicial and administrative thinking, the
protection of the bona fide purchaser for value without notice is paramount. Such a
person is best protected by a flawless register because she must be protected before
acquisition and registration takes place. Accordingly, it is assumed that all
unregistered easements, whatever their rationale, undermine the integrity of the

118 leanings I, Sylunnitt Waters Pty Ltd [1972] 2 NSWLR 4.
us MCGr@th a Campbe1! (2006) 68 NSWLR 229,250-253.



register. 120 The fear is that a purchaser will be burdened by an easement of which she
was not aware, In short, the integrity of the register is the measure of the integrity of
the Torrens system. This view is ably expressed by Butt:

,.. the integrity of the Torrens system is undermined if rights are allowed to be
created by implication only - especially in the case of easements, where the
Act sets up a procedure for formal creation and registration. 121

However, some judges have considered that implied easements continue to have
utility. The protection of the bona fide purchaser has not been narrowly defined by
an accurate register, Instead, implied easements have been recognized as reflecting
the intentiorrs of the parties (particularly the bona fide purchaser before registration)
or as a suitable means to provide practical access to the land. The easements in a
enhance the proprietorship of the former bona tide purchaser for value without
notice. Therefore, for example, a newly registered proprietor may rely on a Wheeldon
17 Burrozt?s easement where she had purchased the putative dominant tenement in a
subdivision. 122

However, the rights of such a purchaser are not interminable. The remain effective
against the original servient owner. It is expected that the parties will create an
express easement or the easement would expire on sale of the servient tenement.
Otherwise, future owners of the servient tenement could be burdened b easements
undisclosed on the register. However, this may be an unsatisfactor coin Tomise. A
change in the ownership of the servient tenement could mean that the dominant
tenement was inaccessible or unable to be used for the purpose for which it was
intended. This does not bode well for the stability of dominant owner's proprieta
interests or the integrity of the Torrens system, although the limited in personam
approach protects the integrity of the register.

Eg Torrent a, Zn"dstra (1973) I BPR 9381; Parish I, Keny (1980) I BPR 9394; Tomsi a M"game
Pty Ltd [1984] I NSWLR 15. See also the comments of Butt, above n 7, para 12088j conaating
prescriptive and implied easements.

in Butt, above n 7, para 116411
" Consider Austinlin" Hi-Fi Pub!^inno"s Ply Ltd a Geh1 119791 NSWLR 618,623-624 (Mahoney

IA) although the case turned ultimately on the definition of 'omission' in the legislation.
Note also Kebezocr Pty Ltd a Hnrkii, (1987) 9 NSWLR 738; Dimos Pty Ltd I, Hutc!lzhs0" (1984)
NSW ConvR 55-183; MCGr"Ih a Crimpbe11 (2006) 68 NSWLR 229.1t is arguable that similar
assumptions were made in Wi!cox 11 Richardsoit (1997) 43 NSWLR 4.
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V Ways Forward

A The Problem of @ 'One-dimensional' Analysis

The central question for the future is whether implied easements can e etter
integrated into the Torrens system, so that not only is the integrity of the register
protected, but the Torrens system effectiveIy operates to reflect the intentions an
expectations of owners of land.
Previously, the question has been one dimensional: whether imp Ie easemen s
should exist as exceptions to indefeasibility. While this is an important issue, it does
not recognize two matters: the law governing implied easements as eve ope o e
the centuries 'in a piecemeal, uricoordinated fashion'123 and the considerable utility of
implied easements in the past, despite their ad hoc development. Before permitting or
abolishing an interest as an exception to indefeasibility, it is surely necessary o
examine: what was the original rationale for the interest; when did such an interes
arise; how the interest is currently created; and whether such an interest is s '
necessary and appropriate in modem land law.

The one-dimensional analysis has had a peculiar effect. Tasmania simply re ies on e
policy of the general law (legislativeIy modified) to determine whether or not an
easement ought to be implied, The legislation in Victoria, Western AUStra in an t e
ACT sintilarly does so,

The three narrower approaches demonstrated in NSW (and generally Queensland
and the Northern Territory) law are arguably no better. When an implied easement
arises before land is transferred to the Torrens system, then t e easemen is
considered to be an omitted easement, determined by reference sole y to t e genera
law without any analysis of whether such an easement is relevant to ino ern
conditions.

In personam rights are also based on the general law without an eva uation o i s
ongoing relevance and efficacy. Then, the application of that law is truncate once
the servient land passes to a newly registered proprietor.

Im lied easements are effectiveIy abolished when the land was always un er t e
Torrens system or the alleged easement arose when the land was un er t a sys em,
The problem here is that this is again one' dimensional - except that this time a w o e
area of land law is simply jettisoned because the easements are created outsi e ti e-
by-registration.

in Law Commission, Easements, Corelt"fits and Profits ^ Pre, Idre, A Consultation riper
(Consultation Paper N0 186,2008) para 14991.



B Important Issues

In the event that legislatures wish to depart from the one'd' I ,
some important issues need to be confronted.

First, implied easements require thorough re-evaluation, 11'1 E I' h
Commission has argued that the underlying rationale/s of these ea t d
urgent review as a first step towards their possible trite ration t ' I -b -
registration system. This is not an easy task as the Coinmi h a ' '
number of potential rationales which are broadl defensibl d
some (if not all) implied easements. 124 However, this also serves to h' hl' ht th th
term 'implied easement' covers a wide gainut of circumstances wh' h I th
creation of an easement. In Australia, the range and SCO e of jin I' d
would have to be determined in the light of an 'unsdictional d'ff b
the states and territories.

Such a review would also raise the relevance of certain kinds of implied easements
today, for example:

Why should a description of land as adjoinin a road b w d d'
in a certificate of title or a registered lease lead to an jin lied ri ht f ? 111
description may simply be for identification or location ur OSe . T ' f
implied right of way may not accord with the intention of the t'
a practical purpose or protect the integrity of the register.
Why should easements of necessity arise onI from the actti I
intention of the parties and where there is a severance? Such
have ensured that such easements do not arise 'at Iar e' 125 b I th
probably illogical because the land became inaccessible b tit
had not considered a means of access to and from the t Ii d
tenement. 126

Second, courts have considered that rights 1'71 personam exist if th
cause of action '27 and the proprietor's conscience is vitiated '28 H ,
specific issue is whether the intentions, assumptions or actions f b h
parties ought to be able to create an easement off-the-re is tor? At lit
occur in two ways. One is that an easement could be creat d b f

re' Ibid [4,108]-14,1451.
Butt, above n 7, pare 1165/1

I^ Consider the facts in North Sydney P, mintg Pty Ltd o Sthemo Innestment Co Ply Ltd [1971] 2NSWLR 150.

re' Frozer u W@!kit 11%71 I AC 569; Busk"or o W@11 (1971) 126 CLR 376.
us Butt, above n 7, para [20/04].
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equitable cause of action unrelated to the general law of easements. The other is
that the easement could be created on the basis of the general law of easements
including implied easements.

It is arguable that the integrity of the register would be better safeguarded if
easements were not and could not be created off-the-register. The problem is that
parties would be unable to obtain redress in those post-transactional disputes
presently covered and resolved by in personam rights or the general law of easements,
particularly implied easements. The integrity of the system would be called into
question, although it would be arguable that from the perspective of title-by-
registration, the register accurately stated the rights of the parties.
Third, assuming that the categories of implied easements are rationalized and that
the creation of unregistered implied easements is abjured, the question is how to take
into account those situations of ongoing relevance which the law of implied
easements presently addresses. The answer lies in the express statutory integration
into the Torrens system of easements which have been traditionany implie
Possibilities avenues for integration include:

Expansion of the exceptions to indefeasibility. The provisions governing
tildefeasibility could be amended to allow specific exceptions to indefeasibility for
certain situations which are presently covered by implied easements. For
example, where there had been a subdivision of land and access to the subdivided
part/s had been via a quasi-easement, all subdivided parts would be entitled to
use that right of way as an easement right. The advantage of spedfic provisions is
that they would protect common and defensible assumptions made by newly
registered proprietors without incurring substantial costs. Moreover, in some
jurisdictions easement rights are sthtutorilyimpliedin regard to subdivisions,
or other specific easement characteristics are mandated 131 so that these kinds of
provisions are not unprecedented,

.

129 For example, a vendor could be estopped from denying express misrepresentations as to
the existence of an easement. However, it is difficult to say whether this would afford a
putative dominant owner with something more than damages or equitable compensation
e worthwhile practical access over the servient land. The putative setvient owner, as an
innocent Initd party, may simply be able to deny the existence of the easement. It is
unlikely that a court would impose a remedy adversely affecting the interests of the
servient owner: see Ginmel!i a Ginme!!i (1999) 196 CLR 101

un Eg Tm"^or of L""d Act 1958 (Vi, ) s 98; S, ,bdi"ism" Act 1988 (Vic) ss 12(2) & 3(B); Bredbrook
and Neave, above n 2 para 14,501,

in Eg Conoeymtcing Act 1919 (NSW) s 88(I)



Statutory easements with 'sunset' clauses. A provision could be add d t th
Torrens legislation which allowed certain situations to create limited t tot
rights of access or use, particularly in favour of a newl re istered ro ' t . F
example a set period could be prescribed after registration or the stainto ri ht
could be limited to the duration of the putative dominant and serv' t I
proprietorship, The parties would be placed on notice that thereafter the st rut
right would expire, The advantage would be that new ro netors Id b
protected, while at the same time they would be coin elled to take a ti t h
an easement expressly created and registered, hopefully at minimal ex ense.
Reliance on court imposed easements. Some states have introduced c t ' d
easements under which a party makes an application to court for the jin OSition
of an easement. 1321f the application is successful, an easement is re istered th
titles of the setvient and dominant land - thereb reservin the ' t f h
register. Court imposed easements are very useful when, for exam Ie, re-
existing owners of land cannot agree about access. However, a newl re ' t d
putative dominant owner would be in a difficult position. She would ha
immediate rights in the servient tenement; and she would have t 't' t I
and lengthy litigation to acquire an easement, without aranteed
Moreover, the statutory criteria which must be fulfilled are si ific tl d'ff
from those applicable to implied easements, The court does not consid
'subjective' issues such as the terms of the transfer to the utative d t
owner or the intended use of the land. Ir, stead, the court is Ie 'SIativel b d t
examine objective' criteria, such as whether: the easement is reason bl
for the effective use and development of the land; the ro OSed use i t
inconsistent with the public interest; and the imposition of the easement '
coinpensatable. Although, there would be occasions when a utative d t
owner would be successful under both the general law of jin lied easements d
statutory rights of user or even successful only under the criteria for t tot
rights of user, 1'3 it is questionable whether statutor xi hts of user could I b
an effective substitute for implied easements. Certainl , some courts h v b
reluctant to impose easements except in the most deservin circumstances. Co rt
imposed easements are not necessarily a panacea for a failure b a urchaser to

Eg Coneeyn"airg Act 19/9 (NSW) s 88K; Property Laoo Act 1974 (Qld) s 180(I); L@"d and
Erroiro"merit Court Act 1979 (NSW) s 40.

133 There may be instances when the criteria for court jin OSed ea t aThere may be instances when the criteria for court jin OSed easements a a th
for implied easements. For example, while easements of necessity are strictl inte r t d t
apply when the easements is absolutely necessary for the use of the land, the st rut
criteria states that the proposed easement must be 'reasonabl necessa ' - b d
discretion to the court to impose the easement.
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investigate access which later results in limited or incomplete access after
settlement and registration. 134

VI Conclusion

The framers of the Torrens system spent their energies proselytizing the benefits of
title-by-registration, Implied easements were at most an afterthought. However, e
Torrens system has now been implemented in Australia for 150 years and the
remaining land governed by the old system has significantly diminished.
To date, there has been a singular 'laziness' of thought in regard to implied
easements. Although there have been significantly different approaches to implied
easements in the various states and territories, a predominant issue has been whether
they ought to operate outside the registration system as exceptions to tildefeasibility.
However, this is only one of several vital matters.

If the operation of the Torrens system in Australia is to be improved and, if possible,
made more uniform in the next 150 years, it will be necessary to review in fine detail
the extent to which some forms of implied easements still have a role to play. This
will involve the re-evaluation of the rationales for implied easements and the
circumstances in which they arise throughout the country. In particular, it requires
the recognition that the Torrens system operates not only to protect prospective bona
tide purchasers, but also newly registered proprietors. Unfortunately, notions of the
integrity of the Torrens system have been restricted to the integrity or flawless
accuracy of the register* In the future, the integrity of the Torrens system will not
only require the accuracy of the register, but also a broader utility - a responsiveness
to those situations in which parties inadvertently and innocently fail to protect their
interests.

I^ See eg Bloom I, Layre [2008] NSWSC 79.
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